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The Jagadguru Speaks …………………
Say No Greed

Man has the natural urge to lead a happy life. And he goes about doing everything to
ensure it. But he ought to set himself a limit.

For,  happiness will elude him if, in spite of having everything in abundance, he craves
for more and more. Contentment is most essential for man. Without it, one will not be happy
even if he gets everything that is in the world.

ytß pOiqVy;' v[Iihyv' ihr<y' pxv" iS]y".
AkSy;ip n py;RPt' tidTyittOW' Tyjetß..

If desires are allowed to multiply all the objects in the world will not suffice to meet the
needs of even one man. Hence  one should give no quarter to greed.

The Lord says in the Gita:

ydOCz;l;&s'tuÏo »N»;tIto ivmTsr".
sm" is¸;vis¸;w c kOTv;ip n inb?yte..

One should be happy with what has fallen to one’s lot. He alone will be happy who has
the disposition that he needs no more.

The Rishis, though dwelling in forests, lived happily. There was no question of material
riches there. However, they were rich in one thing – contentment, and that made them
happy.

If man wants to progress spiritually, contentment is very essential. Our contentment will
depend on the extent to which we reduce our wants.

Therefore, giving up greed, we should strive to cultivate contentment.



Chariman’s Message…………. 
 
Dear Friend: 
 

Greetings! 

On behalf of all our fellow devotees, 

SVBF offers their anantakoti namaskarams 

at the lotus feet of His Holiness Sri Sri 

Bharati Teertha Mahaswamigal.   

Since the Kumbhabhishekam in 2008, 

there has been a steep increase in the 

number of devotees visiting the temple. 

Annadanam is provided (lunch and dinner) 

every day to all devotees visiting the temple.  

 

Sri Sri Bharati Teertha Library and 

Community Center was inaugurated, followed 

by a grand carnatic vocal concert by Ms. 

Bombay Jayashree.  Construction of a new 

$4,200 sq. ft. living quarters was completed. An 

adjacent property of 28 acres was bought and, 

plans are under way to set up a goshala and to 

construct other structures to facilitate the stay of 

devotees visiting the temple. In July 2010, a 

swarna mandapam was offered to Goddess 

Sharadamba. 

 

The Foundation organized its first Family 

Retreat in July, 2010 which was inaugurated by 

Padmasri Dr. V.R. Gowrishankar.  The 

programs included classes on yoga, spoken 

Sanskrit, Vedanta, Music, health awareness, and 

several fun activities for children.  

 

Several bhajans by Shenkottai Hari 

Bhagavathar and music concerts by eminent 

musicians were conducted throughout the year. 

 
Navaratri was celebrated in a grand manner 

with special alankaras to Sharadamba, as in 

Sringeri. Other special functions conducted 

include, Annual Maharudram, Gayatri Yajnam, 

Vardhanti, Sankara Jayanti, Vyasa Puja, Maha 

Shivaratri, Ganesh Chaturthi, Deepavali, 

Janmashtami, Skanda Shashti, Hanuman Jayanti 

and Annual Gita competition, with the 

participation of large number of devotees.   

 
Use of Shraddha Bhavanam for conducting 

ancestral rites has increased significantly. Such a 

facility does not exist anywhere else in the USA. 

 

Please visit our website for current 

information and updates.  Please plan to visit the 

temple as often as possible; as is often said by 

the visiting devotees, one should put an effort to 

visit the temple for the first time only; then on it 

becomes routine! So is the serenity and divinity 

of the temple! 

 

   Please contribute generously and 

participate in the activities of the temple. 

May the grace of Sri Sharadamba and the 

blessings of His Holiness be with us always 

and guide us in the right direction.  

 

S. Yegnasubramanian 

                      



A Note from the Editors 

 

The Editors are happy to present you with this issue of paramärtha tattvam now albeit has been 

delayed due to the frenetic pace of activities at our çréçäradämba and candramauléçvara 

temple. Construction of the new çré bhäratétértha library and community center, upgrades in 

the sanctums, and new projects surrounding the temple have kept the leaders very busy. 
We are making this a combined issue for the years 2009 and 2010 as a one time 
adjustment to catch up with the calendar! We expect to return to our quarterly publication 

format in 2011 and beyond, with the help of the Lord and äcäryas.  

We are also planning some slight changes to the format of the journal and the contents therein, 
while retaining the impressive get up and the quality of the articles and information to the same 
exacting standards as always. The following are some new features: 

� The Editors invite articles on spiritual matters from our general readership which will be 
reviewed by a team of temple consultants who will make a decision on the 
appropriateness of such articles, after any suggested changes, for publication in the 
journal. It is suggested that the articles be limited to about 3 typed pages using the Times 

New Roman font, size 11 and spacing 1.5.  devanägari text is permitted but the type 

setting may have to be done by the editors to meet the needs of the printer. The 

devanägari text should be communicated to the editors in a mutually acceptable manner 

such as PDF files or FAX. The articles should include a brief bio of the author. 
� The Editors also wish to encourage our younger readership to contribute material for the 

journal that conveys a sense of fun such as - drawings, puzzles, riddles and the like that 
are in tune with the theme of the journal. 

� Last but not least, we want your feedback to make this even more meaningful to you.. 
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News and Events from 

SRI SHARADAMBA TEMPLE 

S. S. Iyer 

The traditional temple with the sanctums of Sri 

Sharada, Chandramouleeswara, Shankaracharya, 

Ganesha, Subrahmanya with Valli and Devasena, Devi 

Bhavani, Hanuman, Navagrahas, Sri Krishna and the 

north Indian style Panchayatana  vigrahas was 

inaugurated on July 14, 2008 in a grand manner. Since 

then the temple has been functioning with routine and 

special events. A historical narration is presented here 

with some pictures on the routine and the special 

events since the inauguration. The center has a separate 

shrine for Veda Vyasa.  This shrine is the only one in 

USA for Veda Vyasa. 

The temple is open on weekdays from 8:30 AM to 

11:30 AM and again from 4:30 PM to 8:30 PM. On 

weekends and special holidays, the temple is open 

from 8:30 AM to 8:30 PM. 

Every day at the opening, the priests recite the 

Guruvandanam and Bhagyasukta. This is followed by 

performing the Ganapati Homa and pooja for all the 

deities. Abhishekam is done daily for 

Chandramouleeswara. It should be noted that 

abhishekam for each deity is done at 10:00 AM based 

on the day. For example, on Sunday it is for Ganesha 

and so on. Every month special pooja on Sankastahara 

Chathurthi is done for Ganesha, on Shukla Paksha 

Shasthi for Subrahmanya, on Pradosham day for 

Chandramauleswara, Satyanarayana pooja on 

Poornima day and finally Krishna Paksha ashtami for 

Sri Krishna. Chandi Parayana is recited daily. 

All the Hindu religious events as well as all events 

associated with Sringeri Acharayas are conducted as 

per the temple calendar. Let us provide some 

examples, Ganapathi pooja, Saran Navaratri, Vardhanti 

for His Holiness, Aradhana for Mahasannidhanam etc 

are some of the events.       

Besides the religious activity, the center conducts the 

Bhagavadgeeta competition every year for both 

children and adults that is open to all.  We are lucky to 

have our Chairman, Dr S.Yegnasubramanian a learned 

and accomplished scholar to conduct Vedanta lectures, 

teaching Vedas, specific religious texts and more 

specifically Sanskrit to young children. His audio 

recitation of the Bhagavadgeeta for people to learn is 

posted on the SVBF web site (www.svbf.org) 

regularly. This helps all the participants in the geeta 

competition to maintain a high standard. Special gift 

prizes are given to the winners as recognized by 

qualified judges.  Thus, this institution helps in 

maintaining multi faceted activities to retain the high 

values of Sanatana Dharma.  The Foundation publishes 

a quarterly journal “ParamArtha Tattvam” issued free 

to our devotees. 

 The first major event after the Kumbhabhishekam was 

to conduct the Mandalabhishekam on August 30, 2008. 

We were fortunate to have Padmasri Gowrishankar 

delegated by His Holiness to attend and guide the 

proceedings.  Some pictures from the event are shown 

below: 
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         Prepartions for Mandalabhishekam 

 Following this we conducted the routine events of the 

year 2008 (Ganesh Chathurthi pooja; rig and yajur 

veda upakarma, the annual Gayatri yajnam, Saran 

Navaratri, annual deepavali puja by ladies). The Saran 

Navaratri was performed in a grand fashion with 

special alankaras every day.  We have all the special 

Navaratri vahanas required for Sri Sharadamba.  It was 

a treat to watch each day the grand decorations done by 

our priests.  When watching it one could feel that you 

are transported to Sringeri itself! It was a very colorful 

10 day event. As usual we conducted the Chandi 

Homam on the first Sunday of the Navaratri period.   

The deepavali puja is a special event subscribed for 

108 ladies to do the deepa puja reciting Lalitha 

Sahasranamavali. The ladies dress in the traditional 

attire for this puja.  

     

           Chandi Homam rangoli  Gayatri Yajnam   Deepa Puja by ladies 

The New Year is welcomed by keeping the temple 

open till midnight. The start of Uttarayana and 

celebrating Pongal is the first major event in 2009. We 

then celebrate Ratha Sapthami with Surya 

Namaskarams reciting Aruna Prasna.  This is followed 

by the Mahasivaratri and it being the first year after the 

temple was inaugurated, it was conducted in a grand 

manner with abhishekam for all the four kalas of the 

night.  We then celebrate the Vardhanti event for His 

Holiness, Shankara Jayanti, Maharudram and Vyasa 

Poornima prior to the first anniversary in July. Some 

pictures of the event are included herein:

 

                       

                  Sankara Jayanti procession                    Start of Maharudram        Guru Purnima event  

The first anniversary celebrations were conducted over 

a three day period on a grand scale. The highlight of 

the celebrations is the Abhishekam for Sri 

Sharadamba. All our devotees look forward to this 

event.  Of course, abhishekam for all the other deities 

are also performed on this day.  The temple also 

conducts the sarva devata homam as part of the 

anniversary celebrations. 

A few pictures from the event follow: 
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Kalasas arranged for abhishekam Kalasas arranged           Poornahuti completed 

The routine and special religious events like Ganesh 

chathurthi, Navaratri, Deepavali puja are conducted in 

the usual manner. The participants have increased with 

the start of the new temple for each event. 

The year 2010 was a significant one in the history of 

SVBF in that more facilities are being added to cater to 

the needs of the devotees visiting from various parts of 

USA and abroad.  The foundation took another 

milestone step to buy an adjacent property of 28 acres 

for a specific plan. This is earmarked to have a Goshala 

and build small units (apartments) for devotees to 

reside close to the temple and enjoy all the activities of 

the center.  The details will be announced shortly, 

subject to Township approval.    

 In the month of June, the Sri Bharati Teertha 

Library and Community Center was inaugurated. 

This addition will help the foundation to conduct 

lectures, music concerts, dance etc and have a nice 

library stocked with books/literature relevant to Hindu 

philosophy. The library will be set up with computers 

and links for devotees interested in conducting research 

specific to Adi Shankara or Advaita philosophy.  It is 

expected to have a direct video/audio link with 

Sringeri. The modern technology will help us bring the 

distant Sringeri right to our doorstep. 

The first concert in the hall was by Bombay Jayshree 

to an overflowing crowd. Following this event, on July 

1, 2010 Padmasri Gowrishankar offered the Swarna 

Mandapam to Sri Sharadamba and then inaugurated the 

first family retreat conducted by the foundation.  Over 

100 persons participated in the family retreat (read a 

separate article on the same in this issue.) 

The second anniversary event was celebrated on July 

13 and 14, 2010 and details are included below. 

The foundation increased the guest space by 

demolition of its old unit and built a modern building 

with multiple rooms and bathrooms. It is completely 

furnished for the comfort of its guests.  This will cater 

to the needs of the large number of visitors from out of 

state and abroad. This new facility is in addition to the 

separate guest house bought in 2006 for housing it’s 

out of town guests who stay for specific events at the 

temple. 

The bhojana shala of the Foundation offers 

mahaprasadam to devotees between 12 noon to 2 pm 

and 7:30 pm to 9 pm on all days. Coffee and tea are 

available throughout the day. It also has a special place 

to conduct the Sraddha events away from the temple 

premises. It is a fully self contained facility.    

Presently, we have three priests, one full time cook and 

in-house shilpi. The priests serve the needs of the 

devotees both at the temple and also at their houses for 

specific religious requested events.   They are all 

housed in nice priest quarters located in the vast 40 

acre facility.  The place provides a very serene 

environment. The grace of Sharadamba is such that any 

devotee visiting the place does not like to leave and if 

he does, he wants to come back again and again.  This 

is the greatness of the place and is sustained by the 

Blessings of His Holiness. We have virtually Sringeri 

located in the lush green natural forests with 

surrounding mountains of the Poconos.  This is a 

blessed place. 
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Second Anniversary Celebrations (2010) 

The temple anniversary day on July 13 (the day the 

temple was first inaugurated) and the 

Kumbabhishekam day on July 14 when the new temple 

was consecrated in 2008 are part of the second 

anniversary celebrations.   

On July 13 morning, the 151 kalasas for the sarva 

devata abhishekams to be performed on July 14 are 

arranged (kalasa staphanam) by the priest in a proper 

pattern.   

The pictures present a few key moments of the 

celebrations: 

                                                       

Rangoli by priest Shringeshwara Bhat Arrangement of the Kalasas            Sankalapa taken by Dr 

S.Yegnasubramanian and his wife at  start of the function  

After the Sankalpa is taken, the function starts with the 

Ganesha Pooja.  The major event on July 13 is to 

conduct the Sarva Devata Homa. A group of priests 

perform the poojas for the Kalasas and sanctify the 

waters in them for the abhishekams.  Once this is done, 

the priests move over to conduct the Sarva Devata 

Homa and a couple of pictures of the event are shown. 

Meanwhile, the temple daily poojas for the various 

deities are conducted in parallel including the 

abhishekam for the specific deity as per the temple 

calendar.    

      

 Sarva devata homam by priests   Poornahuti by Priest 

The sarva devata homa is completed for all devatas and 

conclude with the poornahuti. The morning event is 

complete with the pooja for Sri Sharadamba. The 

mangala arti is done and devotees are given the 

theertha prasadam and walk over to the Bhojanashala 

for the Mahaprasadam. The evening events start with 

rudra krama archana followed by the daily lalitha 

sahasranam parayana (on this day it was recited as a 

namavali with jasmine flowers) and Sri Sharadamba 

was carried on a Hamsa Vahana in a procession around 

the temple. Finally, the routine Ashtavadhana seva and 

arati conclude the program for the day. 

The next day, July 14 is a momentous day in the 

history of the temple. All our devotees anxiously wait 

for this day (Kumbhabhishekam day-July 14) as this is 

one of the three days in a year that Abhishekam is done 

for Sri Sharadamba.  The other two days are on 

Amavasya (before start of Saran Navaratri) and 

Poornima day after the end of Saran Navaratri.  

The day starts with the guruvandanam and Ganapati 

homa. At around 9:30 AM, the sarva devata 

abhishekam starts with the abhishekam for 

Mahaganapati following which the priests move over 
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to Sri Sharadamba sannidhi to perform the abhishekam 

for Her.  Various dravyas are used for the abhishekam 

and it is a real sight to watch when kum kum is used. It 

is a unique experience that cannot be posted on a 

document. One has to be present to experience this 

moment. The priests then go around to perform 

abhishekam for the other deities while a group of 

priests complete the alankarams for those already 

completed. Devotees take the opportunity to sing 

bhajans led by Shenkottai Hari and group during the 

alankaram.  The morning puja concludes with Mangala 

Arati and distribution of Teertha Prasadam. 

In the evening, Lalitha Sahasranama is recited and 

following which Sri Sharadamba is taken in a 

procession in the golden chariot around the sanctum. 

Bhajan singing led by Shenkottai Hari and devotees 

follow the chariot.  This is a colorful scene with the 

colorful umbrellas around. The days program end with 

Ashtavadhana seva and arati. 

Annual gita Chanting Competitions 

Gétä Chanting Competitions have become an annual 

event since 2008 at the Sringeri Sadhana Center, 

Stroudsburg, PA. In 2009 the competition was held on 

Sunday, August 30, 2009 with the 12th and 15th 

chapters designated for memorization and recitation. 

This year it was held on Sunday, September 12, 2010 

with chapter 13 being so designated. 

Although only a small portion (typically one chapter) 

of the gita is the subject for memorization and recital 

each year, the annual competition also features 

recitation of the entire gita as well as any of the 3 

ñaökas in its entirety. This year (2010) we introduced 

gita reading as a separate category to encourage the 

Adults to participate in large numbers. It is hoped the 

reading will nudge them to start memorizing 

subsequently. We had 3 persons compete in the ñaöka 

competition in both 2009 and 2010. Competitors in 

both the shatka and Full gita chanting are examined 

rigorously. They are asked to pick up from a prompt 

taken from anywhere within the shatka or the entire 

gita as appropriate. 

2009 shatka Winners: 

I Shashanka Bhatt  Age-8  

Shatka II 

II Krishna Kumar Yaleswarapu Adult  

Shatka II 

II Usha Chandrasekhar  Adult  

Shatka II 

2010 ñaöka Winners: 

I Krishna Kumar Yaleswarapu Adult  

Shatka III 

II   Ashwath Subramanian  Age-8  

Shatka II 

II Anagha Babu   Age-14  

Shatka II 

2010 Full gita Winner: 

ShashAnka Bhatt   Age-9 

Here is a picture of the presentation of the prize to the 

full gita winner 
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Shashanaka Bhat receiving prize from Satish 

Karandikar and Dr S.Yegnasubramanian 

Cultural Events at Sringeri Sadhana Center 

(Ms Sharada Chityala) 

SRI SHARADHAMBAYAI IDAM NA MAMA 

 

We are fortunate when Goddess Sharadamba 

Herself is an audience to all our events at the 

Sringeri Sadhana Center! 

 

A true worship of getting closer to the Goddess 

entails submission of our prayers and offerings of 

all activities back to her! Thus, we have the 

expression 'idam na mama'. So, we humbly 

dedicate and submit the cultural activities also at 

the lotus feet of Sharadamba.  

 

The new Sri Sri Bharathi Teertha Library & 

Community Center named after our Jagadguru 

was inaugurated on June 1st, 2010 with a grand 

concert of Vidushi Smt. Bombay Jayashri. Known 

for her meditative and contemplative style of 

evoking Bhakti in a listener, she amply filled the 

new auditorium with divinity and bliss! All activities 

dedicated after that has been a resounding 

success. 

 

Sri. Shashikiran and Smt. Kiranavali Vidyasankar 

conducted a Voice Modulation and Structure of 

Melakarta Ragas workshop on July 17th.  When 

the yesteryear Vidwans and Vidushis did their 

musical sadhana for about 4 to 6 hours a day the 

voice culture and modulation were already taken 

care and developed unknowingly. Hence the 

carnatic students of this generation with 

competing priorities have a greater need to pay 

attention to Voice modulation techniques to 

achieve the same results! In that context the 

workshop we had that day was a very educative 

and some even got small tonal/nasal hitches 

corrected too on the spot and were very happy to 

be there! We will conduct these sessions on an 

ongoing basis for the benefit of the carnatic music 

students. 

 

Another memorable event for us was the 

workshop by Sri Seshachary on Sep 25th. We 

learnt a few Utsava Sampradaya Kritis of Saint 

Tyagaraja and  Sharadamba and Adi Shankara 

Geetams composed by our Acharyal. 

 

The title 'GAYIKA YUVA BHARATI' 

(Personification of Goddess Saraswathi in a 

Youth) was conferred on Kum. SAHANA 

VASUDEVAN of Palo Alto, California, on Oct 

3rd. 
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Kum. Kruthi Bhat of Houston took the 2nd 

place. Chi. Ananth Rao and Kum. Bhargavi 

Ganesh shared the 3rd place. And a special 

prize was offered to Kum. Sharada 

Shashidhar, an underage participant. 

 

The Carnatic Talent Search, the Naada 

Samarpanam to Naadaswaroopini Goddess 

Sharadamba held under the auspices of Sringeri 

Vidya Bharati Foundation on Oct 2nd & 3rd, 

2010 was a fulfilling experience for all of us. The 

new tradition and initiative launched with the 

grace of Goddess Sharadamba and the blessings 

of our Jagadguru Sri Sri Bharati Teertha 

Mahaswamiji was a grand success. Participation 

and involvement was the key theme of this 

initiative. Given that music is one of the formats of 

worshiping the Goddess, it was such a pleasure 

to see the children turning up to offer their prayers 

through their music rendition and seek the 

blessings of Sharadamba.  

 

Sri. KN Shashikiran, the Carnatica Brothers' fame 

and a World-class event organizer conducted The 

Talent search alongside with other musicians, Dr. 

Pantula Rama and Sri. M S N. Murthy and Smt. 

Deepa Murthy were judges and made it very 

interesting. The final elimination round with a 

Pallavi singing set by the judges for the final four 

participants taking the stage helped identify the 

clear winner for the Title! 

 

The Talent Search weekend event had an 

inspiring and blissful concert of Dr. Pantula Rama 

on Saturday, Oct 2nd and Maharajapuram Shri. 

Ramachandran on Sunday, Oct 3rd. 

 

We thank all participants, their parents and Gurus 

for making this Naada Samarpanam, the first of 

this kind a unique tradition at the Sringeri 

Sadhana Center at Stroudsburg, PA. 

 

Our final dedication for this year is an upcoming 

dance recital of Smt. Priyadarshini Govind on Nov 

20th that we are eagerly looking forward!  

 

 



. %p d ez pÂ k m !. 

Upadesa-pancakam of Adi Sankaracharya – Part I 

S. Yegnasubramanian 

 

Introduction 

 This work of Adi Sankaracharya is also 

known by several other names such as, sopAna- 

pancakam or sAdhana-pancakam or advaita- 

pancakam.  The word pancakam is common in 

all of them indicating that it is a text comprising 

five verses. It is called upadeSA-pancakam since 

the Acharya gives a series of instructions to an 

aspiring seeker.  It is called sopAn- pancakam 

because, the teachings are given in a graded 

manner as a flight of stairs (sopAna). It is called 

advaita-pancakam because the verses deal with 

the advaitic teaching contained in the Vedas. It 

is called sAdhana-pancakam because, it deals 

with a series of disciplines or sAdhanas to be 

followed by everyone.  

  

 The sAdhanas prescribed in this work 

are aimed to address two aspects, namely, 1. 

Discovering the ultimate goal of human birth, 

and 2. Accomplishment of that goal. Keeping 

this view, the Acharya presents a series of 

disciplines as given in our vedic scriptures.  

 

 The scheme of life as described in the 

Vedas comprise two aspects known as a) the 

varNa scheme and b) the ASrama scheme. In the 

varNa scheme, the society is divided in to four 

groups, namely, the brAhmaNa, kshatriya, 

vaisya and SUdra. This division is primarily 

based on the vocation or profession, or the role 

played in society. This alone later got the 

notorious name of the caste system which is 

almost defunct and no more followed by anyone. 

While the prescription of the varNa scheme is 

for societal harmony and growth, the ASrama 

scheme is prescribed with the view of the 

individual harmony and growth. And in this 

work Sankaracharya is primarily concerned with 

the ASrama scheme since he is addressing an 

individual seeker with a purpose of life. 

 

 The four ASramas as prescribed in the 

scriptures are: 

 

1. Brahmacharya ASrama � student life 

2. Grihastha ASrama � house-holder life 

3. VAnaprastha ASrama � hermit life 

4. SanyAsa ASrama � Monk life 

 

This scheme also is not adhered to as much these 

days and has only a skeletal existence. However, 

even though this scheme is not physically 



followed now, still, mentally everyone has to go 

through these four stages to achieve the goal. 

 

 Irrespective of varNa and ASrama,  

religion etc., there are certain universal 

disciplines or duties – sAmAnya dharmas – 

prescribed by the scriptures. These can be 

broadly classified as 1) yamA: - in the form of 

don’ts (avoidance) and 2) niyamA: -in the form 

of   do’s (adherence).  

 

yamA: - These are five disciplines, namely, 
 

a. ahimsA  avoidance of harm to anyone 

b. satyam  avoidance of un-truth 

c. asteyam  avoidance of possession of 

illegitimate wealth 

d. aparigraha avoidance of possession of 

too much wealth, even though legal 

e. brahmacaryam avoidance of illegitimate 

relationship with opposite sex 

 

niyamA: - These are five disciplines, namely, 

 

a. saucam     purity – internal and external 

b. santosha: contentment 

c. tapas:       willful self-denial to avoid 

slavery to sense organs 

d. svAdhyAya: study of scriptures 

e. Iswara praNidhAnam worship of God 

 

These ten are universal disciplines to be 

followed by all. Then, there are viSesha dharmas 

– special disciplines – to be followed based on 

the varNa and ASrama designation of a person. 

They are called varNASrama-dharma or 

viSesha-dharma or svadharma.  

 

In this text, Sankaracharya does not 

discuss the universal disciplines which are 

common to all. He only prescribes the special 

disciplines to be taken care of at the four 

ASrama stages of life. 

The contention of the Acharya is that, a person 

who follows the four stages of ASrama, will be 

able to discover the goal of life and   to 

accomplish the goal. Thus upadeSa-pancakam 

talks about the disciplines related to these four 

stages of life. 

The four stages of Life  as given in scriptures: 

 

 The primary emphasis of the 

Brahmacharya ASrama is the study of 

scriptures1. The scriptures teach the duties of 

each of the stages of life, the do’s (vidhi) and 

don’ts (nisheda). The term brahma refers to 

Vedas and charI means the one who follows.  

 

 The second stage is Grihastha ASrama, 

where one takes to a life of various activities – 

Karma - specific to a particular VarNa. The 

karmakANDa portion of the Vedas discuss these 

karmas. When one follows these set of activities 

with the right attitude, one becomes a karmayogi 

and gains mental purity – cittaSuddhi: - which 

gives the person freedom from rAga-dvesha 

(likes and dislikes) leading to an attitude of 

equanimity –samatvam.  

 



 The third stage is VAnaprastha ASrama, 

where the extravert physical activities are 

reduced gradually, replaced by mental 

disciplines in the form of meditation – upAsana. 

The upAsanakANDa of the Vedas gives various 

types of meditation.  When one goes through 

this discipline withdrawing from physical 

activity, one may either go out of the house and 

may lead a quieter life at home without 

interfering with the affairs of the house.  Such a 

life committed to meditation will give the 

capacity to focus – citta-ekAgratA. When one 

goes through the GrihasthASrama and 

VAnaprathASrama, one gains purity of mind 

and focus of mind. 

 

 The final stage of life is sannyAsa 

ASrama, where one renounces completely and 

becomes  free from all psychological 

dependencies. If they are physically and 

mentally renounced, one becomes an external 

sannyasi; but if one renounces them mentally 

alone, one becomes an internal sannyAsi. The 

primary discipline of this ASrama is jnAnayoga 

– pursuit of spiritual (or Self)  knowledge, which 

corresponds to the jnAnakANDa portion of the 

Vedas. By following this path one can become a 

jnAnI – wise person, or to put in another 

language, one becomes a jIvanmukta: - one who 

has discovered inner freedom – liberation. 

 

 Adi Sankaracharya talks about these 

four stages, namely, study of scriptures (veda-

adhyayanam) in brahmacharyASrama; 

karmayoga in grihsasthASrama, upAsanA in 

VAnaprasthASrama and jnAnayoga in 

SannyAsASrama.  

 

 The first sloka of upadeSa-pancakam 

talks about the first two stages; the 2nd and 3rd 

slokas talk about the 3rd and 4th stages. The 4th 

and 5th slokas talk about some general 

instructions to be followed. With this 

background, we may now enter in to the text. 

 

veda e in T ym x Iyta < tÊ idt< k m R Svn uó Iyta m !, 

ten ezSy ivx Iyta m p ic it> k a Mye m itST y Jyta m !.  

p a paE"> p ir x Uyta < É vs uo e da e;a e= n us N x Iyta m !, 

A a T meC Da  V yvs Iyta < in j g&h a ÄU[ ¡ ivin g RMyta m !. 

veda e in T ym x Iyta m !,  Vedo nityam adhIyatAm -  

the scriptures must be regularly studied. 

 

This instruction corresponds to the 

brahmacharyASrama. However, this should be 

retained in the other ASramas also; otherwise 

they will be forgotten. The study comprises both 

learning to chant the scriptures -   adhyayanam  

and then their analysis-  meemAmsA. To 

understand the correct meaning of Vedas, one 

should learn the auxiliary texts also, known as 

the vedAnga
1
. So the process of leaning in the 

brahmacharyASrama involves, learning of 

Vedas, then learning of the vedAngas, and do the 

analysis. And such a student, when he comes out 

of the school, will be a cultured person with a 

clear goal of life and how to be part of a society. 

 

tÊid t< km R Svn uó Iyta m !, taduditam 

karmasvanushThIyatAm – Perform the duties 

enjoined in them 



 

The Acharya then gives the instruction to a 

GrihasthASramI.  Here one has to start to 

implement the learning. The stage of 

implementation is following the karmas 

prescribed in the Vedas, in addition to the ten 

sAmAnya dharmas given earlier. These karmas 

can be broadly classified into three, namely,  

1. nishkAma karma  - these are compulsory 

duties, regardless of one’s likes and dislikes 

and are meant for spiritual growth. These are 

vedic commandments. 

2. sakAma karma  - these are based on one’s 

likes or desires, which means that they are 

not compulsory, and are meant for materal 

well being, and 

3. Nishiddha karma – these are actions which 

are banned or prohibited by the scriptures, 

and have to be renounced.  

The Acharya says, may one perform the 

compulsory duties - the nishkAma karma or 

svadharma - without fail.  Svadharma is 

determined by one’s varNa and ASrama and 

both are almost not followed today. So, the 

svadharma has to be interpreted according to the 

present day needs, which should be practicable 

for all regardless of varNa and ASrama. For this 

purpose, the scriptures prescribe a set of 

common, practical duties, known as panca-

mahA-yajnas –( five-fold duties)  which can be 

followed by all. They are:  

1) deva-yajna  - worship of the Lord in 

whatever capacity one can with faith 

2) pitru-yajna – worship of the forefathers, 

as an expression of gratitude to them 

3) brahma-yajna – worship of the Vedas 

and the Rishis. It is because of the 

Rishis that we got the scriptures based 

on which the entire tradition is built. So, 

one has to work for the preservation and 

propagation of the scriptures. 

4) manushya-yajna : our appreciation to 

every other human being, because of 

whose contribution to the society, one 

can lead a comfortable life. 

5) bhUta-yajna – worship of the eco-

system, protection of environment, 

animals, etc.  

These panca-mahA-yajnas are compulsory 

to all and should be practiced by all 

regardless of varNa and ASrama. 

 

ten  $zSy A p ic it> i vx Iy ta <, tena-ISasya 

apaciti: vidhIyatAm – May worship be 
offered to the lord thru your practice of 
svadharma 

 

Here tena refers to svadharma 

anushThAnena – by the practice of one’s 
svadharma.  

 

apaciti:- Puja, worship 
vidhIyatAm – may be offered 
 

That means, worship is not merely 

offering flowers etc in a temple; it includes 

worhip of forefathers, rishis, service to 

fellow humans and protection of plants and 

animals etc.Only when all these are 

practiced, the worship of the lord is 

complete.  



 

  The above adherence refers to nishkAma 

karma. Regarding sakAma karma, he says,  

ka Mye m itST y Jyta m !.  kAmye matistyajyatAm – 

May you give up the actions meant for material 

wealth 

 

This means one should be satisfied with what 

one has, and acquire only that much to lead a  

simple life. Here kAmye  refers to sakAma 

kAmas and mati: refers to interest or craving; 

tyajyatAm � may you give up (gradually). 

 

p a paE"> p ir x Uyta m !, pApaugha: paridhUyatAm  

Strive against the call of likes and dislikes.  
 
Ogha: - multitudes or bundles of 
 
pApa : here, rAga-dvesha – likes and dislikes; 
they are called pApa, because they obstruct 
spiritual growth.  
 
paridhUyatAm – should be wiped out, cleaned 
 
Since in following svadharma,  worship of the 

Lord is done which gives the blessing of the 

Lord and so, the mind becomes cleaner and 

cleaner. When the mind becomes free from the 

grip of rAga-dvesha,  

 

É vsuo e da e;a e= n us N x Iyta m !, bhavasukhe 

dosho(a)nusandhIyatAm – May you see the 

defects of worldly accomplishments. 

 

This is more an explanation of the previous 

instruction – pApaugha: paridhUyatAm –

paraphrased here. 

 

Bhava �  world; sukham � pleasures;  ie. 

worldly material pleasures 

  
Generally we talk about three-fold defects in 
worldly pleasures: 
 
1. Du:kha-miSritvam - they are mixed with 

pain – since, to acquire, preserve and to lose, 
one has to go through pain 

2. atrupti-karatvam – will never give 
satisfaction  

3. bandhakatvam –will make one slave of 
them; one gets addicted to them 

 
And, by following one’s svadharma, through a 

refined mind, one will be able to discern these 

defects. That means, one becomes a vivekI – 

mature person. And because of that, one can 

renounce kAmya-karmas discussed earlier. It is 

not enough if one understands this; it should be 

constantly remembered; so the teacher says, 

anusandhIyatAm – should be constantly 

reminded.  

Since material pleasures are defective 

leading to sorrow,  one turns one’s attention 

from them to spiritual fulfillment. 

 

A a T meC Da  V yvs Iyta m !, AtmecchA vyvasIyatAm 

– May you cultivate strong desire for AtmA, the 
infinite, ever secure and stable. 
 
That means, one should turn away from 

ephemeral –anityam,  to eternal – nityam, which 

requires the ability to discriminate between 

them, namely, viveka. Then, to turn away from 

anityam, one needs to have dispassion or 

vairAgyam.  And to crave for what is  nityam, 

one needs mumukshutvam. Thus, viveka, 

vairAgya and mumukshutvam are implied in 

these three lines, as follows: 



pApaugha: paridhUyatAm � indicates viveka 

bhavasukhe dosho(a)nusandhIyatAm � 

indicates vairAgya,  and, 

AtmecchA vyavasiyatAm � indicates 

mumukshutvam 

 

Thus, the first stage, namely, brahmacharya 

ASrama, enables a person to learn the vedic 

scheme of life, and the second stage, namely, 

GrihasthASrama, enables one to get viveka, 

vairAgya and mumukshutvam, through 

svadharma anushThAna or karmayoga. 

 

Then one comes to the third stage, given as, 

in j g&h a ÄU[ ¡ ivin g RMyta m !.  nijagrihAt tUrNam 

vinirgamyatAm – May you get out of 

(attachment to) your home as soon as possible. 

 
tUrNam � immediately, quickly 
nijagrihAt � from one’s home 
vinirgamyatAm � May you get out. 
 
which indicates the third ASrama, namely, 
vAnaprathASrama. 

 

That means, actions (karma) are reduced 

significantly giving place to meditation or 

upAsanA. 

  
Till then, the mind was extravert only all the 

time, and to come to vedAnta, one has to be 

more internally focused.  

 
One can get in to this life style either by 

physically leaving one’s home and retiring to 

seclusion, or stay in the home itself without any 

active participation in the affairs of the home.  

s ¼> s T su ivx Iy ta < É g vta e É i´†RF a  x Iyta m !, 

za N T ya id> p ir c Iyta < †F tr < km a Rzu s N T yJyta m !.  

s iÖÖa n up s P yRta < àiti dn < tT p a Êka seV yta m !, 

ä ü Eka ]r m WyRta < ï uiti zr a eva K y< s m a k{yRta m !.  

To maintain the spiritual urge and develop it in 

the third stage, the Acharya says, 

s ¼> s T su ivx Iy ta m !, sanga: satsu vidhIyatAm 

May you have satsanga, association with 

spiritual seekers and wise people  as much as 

possible, and 

É g vtae É i´†RF a  x Iyta m !,  bhagavato 

bhaktirdriDhA dhiyatAm – May you resort to an  

intense devotion to god.  

 

Here bhakti means upAsanA – meditation, which 

always goes with  Patanjali’s ashTAngayoga, 

which are: 

 

1. yama: ahimsA, satyam, asteyam, aparigraha 

and brahmacharyam, as seen earlier. 

2. niyama: saucham, santosha:, tapas, 

svAdhyAya and ISwara-praNidhAnam, as 

seen earlier. So, yama  and  niyama will 

streamline one’s activities. 

3. Asana : Will integrate the physical body 

through yogAsanas. 

4. prANAyAma : breathing discipline 

5. pratyAhAra: discipline of sense organs 

6. dhAraNa   ability to hold in the mind 

7. dhyAna     ability to focus the mind 

8. samAdhi   ability to get absorbed in the mind 

 

This scheme helps to integrate the personality.  



With the practice of yoga  and upAsanA, one 

should develop another group of six-fold 

disciplines, called, SamAdi-shaTka-samapatti: 

Which are, 

 

1. Sama � mind or thought control 

2. dama � sense control 

3. uparama �  the mind from unwanted 

fields, should not again go back to them 

4. titkshA � inner strength to face 

opposite experiences of life 

5. SraddhA � faith in the scriptures and 

the guru 

6. samadhAnam � concentration; non-

wavering mind 

 

za N T ya id> p ir c Iyta m !, ShAntyAdi: 

paricIyatAm – May you develop ShamAdi-

shaTka-sampatti or citta ekAgratA – focused 

mind 

 

With this third stage, namely vAnaprastha 

ASrama is over. Now the Acharya talks about  

the last stage, namely, pursuit of jnAnayoga 

entering in to sannyAsa ASrama . 

 

†F tr < km a Rzu s N T yJyta m !.  driDhataram 

karmAshu samtyajyatAm – may all karmas and 

upasanas be totally given up. 

 

driDhataram --. Absolutely, firmly; all karmas 

can be given up at this stage because, they have 

served their purpose of getting cittaSuddhi and 

citta ekAgratA.  

 

To pursue jnAnayoga, one should seek the help 

of a competent teacher 

 

s iÖÖa n up s P yRta m !, sad-vidwAn-upasarpyatAm –

may a wise person be approached by you. One 

has to seek a teacher for gaining knowledge, 

who is a sad-vidwAn, a jnAnI or a competent 

teacher, who has also studied under the guidance 

of his teacher, coming through the guru-

paramparA.  And, 

 

àiti dn < tT p a Êka seV yta m !, pratidinan-tad-

pAdukA-sevyatAm –May his sandals 

(representing his feet) be worshipped by you. In 

this process, the student the ego and develops 

faith in the teacher who is the personification of 

the scriptures themselves. In addition, direct 

contact with the teacher also enables the student 

to firm up his viveka, vairagya etc. 

qualifications. And then, 

 

ä ü Eka ]r m WyRta m !, brahmaikAsharm-arthyatAm  

May the knowledge of Brahman be asked. Here 

eka-aksharam indicates the non-dual, 

imperishable, reality. In this context, Brahman 

should be taken as brahmajnAnam. JnAnayoga 

comprises SravaNam, mananam and 

nidhidhyAsanam, which the Acharya mentions 

briefly, 

ï uitizr a eva K y< Sruti-shiro-vAkyam; means 

vedAnta (Sruti-shira:) or Upanishad-vAkyam 

s m a k{yRta m !.  samAkarNayatAm – may you 

listen (to the teachings of the Upanishad.). The 



study should be systematic through proper 

analysis; i.e understanding the term “tvam” 

(you) through  pancakoSa -vicAra, avasthAtraya 

–vicAra; then understanding the term “tat” 

(Iswara) and finally the identity of their essential 

nature should be discovered, implied by the term 

“asi” of tat tvam asi. The first one is the analysis 

of jIvAtmA which is done using the anvaya-

vyatirikta method, in which one arrives at the 

conclusion that whatever is the permanent or 

essential feature is its intrinsic nature. For 

example, the hotness of fire.  By this method one 

arrives at the essential or intrinsic nature of 

jIvAtmA (microcosm) as cit or awareness 

principle. And the essential nature of 

paramAtmA, the Iswara, is through the analysis 

of creation – SrushTi-vicAra: - by the 

adhyAropa-apavAda method, which gives the 

essential nature of the totality, macrocosm, 

which is pure existence, sat. Once these two are 

understood, then comes the mahAvAkya – tat 

tvam asi, which means that pure Existence and 

pure Consciousness (Awareness) are one and the 

same. So, by sam-AkarNyatAm, the author 

implies systematic listening and understanding.  

More about SravaNam is discussed in the next 

sloka.  

(to be continued) 

 

 

 
Source Material: 
 

1. Paramartha Tattvam – Volume 1 – The 
Vedas and Our Scriptures 

2. Lectures of Swami Paramarthananda, 
Chennai, India. 

3. Sankara the Missionary Part 1, Central 
Chinmaya Mission Trust, Bombay 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Sringeri Sadhana Center Family Retreat - 2010 

S. S. Iyer

The first family retreat at the Sringeri Sadhana 

Center was held from July 1 to July 5, 2010.  It was 

inaugurated by Padmasri V.R.Gowrishankar, CEO 

and Administrator of Sringeri Mutt. The family 

retreat started with the offering of Swarna 

Mandapam to Sri Sharadamba earlier on July 1. 

In his inaugural address, Sri Gowrishankar 

emphasized the significance of a family retreat. In 

the old days in the village everyone knew each 

other and thus would provide support to each other 

in good times and bad. This helped each member in 

the village to be secure and very happy. In the 

modern days, with everyone staying apart from 

each other, such retreats provide a means for 

families with similar values in life to come together 

and share their joys and come to know each other 

more closely.  

Dr. Yegnasubramanian (Chairman, SVBF) and his 

wife Mrs. Rajalakshmi conceived and planned a 

nice program for the family retreat.  A copy of the 

program is attached. They took pains to ensure 

every participant was provided a nice place to stay. 

They spent time at the site to oversee every aspect 

of the camp was organized in the best possible 

manner. They charted out the menu for all the days 

with the food coordinators (Mrs. Sujatha Rau and 

Mrs. Geetha Shivagiri).  They identified the team 

leaders for various aspects of the camp to ensure the 

program runs in a smooth manner.  The registration 

team consisting of Ravi Ramanathan and Ms 

Shalini greeted every participant and assigned them 

the rooms for their stay. The children’s activities 

were coordinated by Ms Shalini and Mrs. Shyamala 

Seshadri.  

By the Grace of Sri Sharadamba, the Blessings of 

His Holiness, dedication with hard work and 

support by our leader Dr. Yegnasubramanian and 

Mrs. Rajalakshmi led to a grand success of the first 

family retreat.  

Here is a glimpse into the daily routine of activities 

in the family retreat. 

The daily program started with the Yoga class led 

by the instructor Mrs. Geeta Shivagiri at 6:30 AM 

in the community hall. It was a pleasure to see a 

good number of participants ready by 6:30 AM to 

attend the class regularly on all four days. Everyone 

appreciated the yoga class and that is a tribute to the 

instructor. 

After yoga, the participants all came to the old 

temple (Bhojana shala) for their breakfast. The 

breakfast was prepared by a group of volunteers 

identified by the food committee (Mrs. Sujatha 

Rau, Mrs. Geeta Shivagiri; Mrs. Rajalakshmi). 

They had prepared a schedule for the volunteers for 

serving the breakfast, lunch, snack and dinner for 

each day. In a similar manner, they identified a 

group of volunteers to collect and store the garbage 

in an efficient manner after each meal.  The food 

committee did a great job with nice food at all times 

and worked late hours to ensure total satisfaction.  

After breakfast, the participants were divided into 

various groups. The children went for the spoken 

Sanskrit class with their teacher and the adults did 

the same to another location.  After the Sanskrit 

class, the children were busy with children’s 

activities led by Ms. Shalini and Mrs. Shyamala 

with the adults out to the Community hall to attend 

the Vedanta Lecture by Dr. S.Yegnasubramanian. 

This was followed by all coming to the temple for 

the mangala arati in the temple around 11:30 AM.  

Thereafter, all the participants went for lunch to the 

old temple.    



A 1 hour rest time was provided after lunch. This 

helped the family members to relax and spend some 

special time with friends. 

The Vedanta lecture based on Tattvabodha 

Vedantic Primer was continued from 2:00 to 3:00 

PM for the adults in the community hall. In parallel, 

the children had a special hour of activities.  Then, 

there was a break for coffee and snacks. 

A special lecture from 3:30 PM to 5:00 PM was 

scheduled each day for the adults. The lectures 

presented by medical doctors addressed specific 

topics of health awareness. This was followed by 

the second session of the day on spoken Sanskrit in 

parallel sessions for adults and children. 

At 6:00 PM, all the participants gathered for the 

regularly held Lalitha Sahasaranama program in the 

temple. Some children used this time for games and 

play time in the vast facilities outside.  

The final program for the day prior to dinner was an 

exciting one. The Sampradaya Bhajan by 

Shenkotah Hari and his team entertained the 

participants with their religious and devotional 

songs. All the participants joined in the chorus. 

Thereafter, everyone went for dinner and retried for 

the day. 

A general format of the day’s program was 

presented above. However, there were unique 

programs presented on Sunday, July 4.  

Sampradaya Bhajan with Unchavrutti by 

Bhagavathas (Shenkottah Hari; His wife and Raman 

Mama) was presented on Sunday morning at 10: 

AM. This was a scene to witness as it is a rare event 

in this part of the world. Words cannot describe the 

feeling as one participated in this event. Dressed up 

in the traditional manner for this program, they 

started from the priest’s quarters and walked along 

the path to the community hall and then to the new 

temple. The entire path was decorated with Kolum 

(Rangoli) by the ladies and at specific locations. 

The ladies offered Bhiksa to Sri Raman mama (the 

Bhagavatha) and prostrated and offered 

namaskarams.  It finally ended at the temple 

entrance where Yegnasubramanian and 

Rajalakshmi offered the traditional welcome by 

washing his feet while Hari and his team sang the 

bhajans.  

In the evening, the Sampradaya Bhajan was 

presented with Deepa Pradakshina in the temple 

hall. This was another great program enjoyed by 

one and all. This was a great hit in the family 

retreat.   

Finally, on Monday morning, the children presented 

a skit in Sanskrit (quick learning in four days) and 

recollecting all the events of the retreat in a very 

enjoyable manner. Thereafter, there was the 

concluding program presented by the Chairman 

with special remarks by Padmasri 

V.R.Gowrishankar. All the teachers, special 

volunteers were honored and the retreat came to a 

close. 

The participants expressed their special thanks to 

Sri Gowrishankar for his presence and to Dr. 

S.Yegnasubramanian and Mrs. Rajalakshmi for a 

well planned retreat and all participants are looking 

forward to next year’s retreat! 

Some pictures from the various events are shown 

below. 



     

 Yoga class Instructor   Yoga class in session 

 

Having Breakfast after yoga 

      

Mrs Sujatha Rau-instructing food volunteers and start of food preparations 

     

Spoken Sanskrit in sessions-different groups 



                                       

Spoken Sanskrit session in Veda Vyasa shrine   Attending  Vedanta Lecture in Community Hall 

         

Catching up with work during lunch and entertain visitors Special lecture “health awareness” Dr Meena 

Murthy 

          

Scenes from Rathotsava on Saturday, July 3, 2010 

 



                                                    

Scenes from Rathotsava on Saturday, July 3, 2010 

       

Scenes from Unchavrutti Procession near Community Hall 

    

Unchavrutti Procession proceeds from Community Hall to temple  Arrives at temple entrance 

 

Special lecture by Dr Satish Yegnasubramanian 



     

       

Scenes from Deepa Pradakshinam conducted by Shenkottah Hari on Sunday, July 4, 2010 

   

Concluding scenes from Deepa Pradakshinam 

   

Children with Somasundara Mama on his 75th Birthday  All the children at the retreat 



 

   

Concluding scenes from the retreat 



Essay on Srimadbhagavadgita
# 

Jayanth Krishnamurthi 

Introduction: The Bhagavadgita, or 

literally “The Divine Song”, is a monument 

that occupies a special place in the hearts of 

every practicing Hindu. What the Qur’an is 

for Muslims and the Bible is for Christians, 

the gita is for Hindus. It is a work of divinity 

and a collection of profound truths. The 

nature of life, reality, Man, God and 

everything in between is defined unlike any 

other scripture in the world. The time, the 

place, and the dramatic context selected by 

the Lord to give His supreme teaching to 

humanity are unique. The teachings of the 

gita are delivered with simple clarity but 

contain extraordinary depths of insight 

usually not glimpsed by the modern mind. In 

the Kurukshetra war, the righteous Pandavas 

had Krishna as their protector. Similarly, the 

gita assures that at all times the righteous 

will always have the Lord’s protection. 

There is no problem in life which cannot 

find its solution from this scripture. It is both 

a science of philosophy and a science of life. 

Where else can such a unique harmonization 

be found? It comes as no surprise then that 

the gita has been the subject of numerous 

commentaries containing a myriad of 

viewpoints. It is the one and only scripture 

which reveals the heart of our Sanatana 

dharma –“The Eternal Religion”, in the most 

concise and poignant manner that is 

representative of a timeless spiritual 

masterpiece.  

As a student of the gita, I have 

attempted to gather in the following pages 

the essential imports of the gita from the 

musings of the wise. I have also attempted 

to put forth the vistas of achieving this goal 

for the deserving souls. The importance of 

the Bhagavadgita is declared by none other 

than Vedavyasa himself in Mahabharata, 

Bhishmaparva, 43.1. 

gIta sugIta ktRVya ikmNyE> zaôs<¢hE>, 

ya Svy< pÒnaÉSy muopÒaiÖin>s&ta. 

 “The gita alone should be sung, 

heard, recited, studied, taught, pondered, and 

assimilated properly. What is the use of 

collecting other scriptures? For the gita has 

emerged directly from the lotus-like lips of 

Lord Vishnu himself.”  



Krishna the Supreme Self – 

Purushottama 

The gita states that Lord Krishna is 

supreme to all living and non-living entities. 

He is the Light in the Sun and the Moon. He 

is the one who permeates the earth and 

becomes the nourishing support for all 

creatures. He is the digestive fire in the body 

of all creatures, human and non-human, 

which consumes all kinds of food and 

nourishes the body and soul. He is the one 

who is seated in the heart of all creatures as 

the inner controller. He is the source of 

memory, knowledge and intuition. He is the 

only object worth knowing through the 

Vedas. He possesses complete knowledge of 

the Vedas and is the creator of Vedanta. He 

is verily the eternal kala (Time) and knows 

the past, present and future of all beings but 

none know Him completely (VII: 26).The 

powers and qualities of the Supreme Lord 

are unfathomable and infinite. His 

effulgence is symbolic of infinite suns and 

entire cosmos is but a spark. Purusasukta 

says that the universe of beings is but an iota 

of His self (Pado’sya bhutani). Each 

individual soul is minutely small compared 

to his infinite nature (XV: 7). Though, God 

might be with us in all our thoughts and 

actions, we cannot even hope to glimpse 

Him with an unsteady mind and impure 

heart (XV: 11). A person whose heart has 

been cultivated through yoga alone can 

understand the Lord. In the fifteenth chapter, 

Krishna further analyzes the mutual 

relationship between God and the individual 

soul. Among living beings, there are three 

categories. Those that possess transient, 

perishable bodies are called ksharapurusas. 

Those that possess imperishable bodies 

made of pure energy, i.e. devatas, and assist 

the Supreme Lord in the affairs of the 

universe are called aksharapurusas. Finally, 

the one who is superior to both and different 

from these is purushottama (XV: 16, 17; 

VII: 22, 23). The entire universe is the 

Lord’s family and we are its members.  

 Vibhuti Yoga expounds on the 

different manifestations of Krishna in detail 

to support the fifteenth chapter. Although he 

is present in everything, the intensity of his 

presence depends on the spirituality of the 

object.  The tenth chapter states the principle 

that wherever there is spiritual beauty and 

power, there is also an aura of divinity. It 

goes on to give examples of excellence and 

divinity in specific groups and concludes 

with the following shloka: 

        “Every such being which is glorious, 

brilliant and powerful, know that to be a part 

manifestation of My glory“. (X: 41)



 

Having listened to Krishna’s embodiments, 

Arjuna desires to see him in his all-

pervading cosmic form. However, ordinary 

beings are not able to see the spirit of God 

with naked eyes. Krishna bestows upon him 

divine eyesight and reveals his true form. In 

this awe-inspiring form of universal eyes 

and infinite faces, Arjuna witnesses the flow 

of space and time in the past, present, and 

future.  

The Ultimate Goal of a Jiva (Soul) 

As per the belief of sanatana 

dharma, the jiva inhabits different bodies 

each time it is born. The type of body and 

circumstances surrounding our birth depend 

on our karma in our previous life. What is 

then the purpose of these lives? A deserving 

jiva, called jijnasu, contemplates on this. 

Krishna gives an answer as to what the 

Supreme goal of this contemplation should 

be.  This multitude of beings, born again and 

again, is dissolved at the coming of cosmic 

night and rises again at the commencement 

of the cosmic day. Far beyond even this un-

manifest dissolution is yet another un-

manifest Existence, that Supreme Divine 

Person, who does not perish. The same 

Supreme Divinity which has been spoken of 

as the Indestructible is also called the 

Supreme Goal. That again is the supreme 

abode, says Krishna (VIII: 18-21). 

 Through repeated births, the 

deserving jiva tries to attain the qualities of 

a sthitaprajna, an enlightened one. What are 

the qualities of a sthitaprajna?   A 

sthitaprajna’s mind is composed and turned 

towards God and is free from all worldly 

desires. Emotions do not perturb such a 

person. Ordinary human beings need to 

develop these qualities. But in a sthitaprajna, 

these are found to be inbuilt. He can be 

compared to a tortoise that voluntarily 

withdraws its legs into its shell from the 

sensory world.  

A particular incident in the 

Mahabharata will serve to enlighten this 

concept. Near the end of the kurukshetra 

war, Ashvatthama sneaks into the Pandava 

camp and murders all their remaining sons 

and other soldiers in the middle of the night. 

When the situation comes to light, a fierce 

fight ensues between Arjuna and 

Ashvatthama, with both warriors using 

every weapon at their arsenal. As a last 

resort, Ashvatthama uses his Brahmastra, 

leaving Arjuna with no choice except to 

launch his own. Sri Vedavyasa appears at 

this juncture and orders both warriors to 

withdraw their weapons. Arjuna withdraws 

his weapon easily but Ashvatthama is unable 

to do so because he lost that ability when he 

murdered the Pandava children against all 

canons of warfare. Similarly, we know how 

to send our senses out into the world but do 



not know how to withdraw them. Our senses 

behave as the Brahmastra did in the hands of 

Ashvatthama. In the kaliyuga, temptations 

are such that it is extremely difficult to 

control our senses. Through self-discipline 

and fasting, we attempt to physically 

overcome these temptations, but mentally 

we still chase after them. In the puja room, 

the meditation beads no doubt turn 

mechanically between our fingers but the 

mind usually wanders around. A sthitaprajna 

is not tempted by material pleasures (II: 59). 

Anger and frustration arise when 

our desires and pleasures are thwarted. We 

easily forget our duties and obligations and 

act out of confusion. In the process, we lose 

our ability to discriminate between right and 

wrong (II: 62, 63). But proper sense control 

does not mean that torturing them or 

unnerving them. Guiding the senses into 

worthwhile channels is control. There is a 

story of the emperor Alarka who decided to 

cut his sense organs in order to control them. 

The presiding deities of the organs appeared 

before him and said: “Oh king, do not resort 

to such foolishness as cutting away your 

sense organs. It is through these sense 

organs that you are able to perform pious 

deeds also. By removing these sense organs, 

you will not be able to achieve anything 

worthwhile and your whole life will be 

wasted”. Thus if desire is compared to a 

poisonous snake, we need not kill the snake 

but remove its fangs and play with like a 

snake charmer does (II: 64, 66).  

But how is a sthitaprajna’s life 

different from an ordinary one? Is he 

excused from all his duties? As Krishna 

describes, the illumined souls are interested 

in God and nothing else, which is strikingly 

opposite from our way of existence (II: 69, 

70). An ocean’s water level does not change 

because of the many rivers that flow into it. 

It remains relatively unperturbed. Similarly, 

a stithaprajna may enjoy the worldly 

pleasures but does not exceed moral limits 

and regulations. He thus leads a superior and 

contented life because all pleasures come to 

him automatically. If one turns his back to 

the sun and tries to catch his shadow, it runs 

away as fast as he runs after it. However, if 

one turns towards the sun, the shadow will 

follow him as fast as he runs. The analogy 

applies to all pleasures as well. In the 

Ramayana, Vibhishana did not ask for 

specific boons from Brahma unlike Ravana 

or Kumbhakarna. He prayed for 

enlightenment and steadfast devotion. 

Pleased, Brahma granted him immorality 

which exists to this day. Thus, a sthitaprajna 

receives material wealth without his asking. 

In jnana-vijnanayoga, Krishna 

mentions various entities such as Brahma, 

adhyatma, Karma, adhibhüta, adhidaiva, and 

adhiyajna. One who aspires to know God 

should know these fundamental principles. 



Krishna further elaborates on these in 

akshara-brahmayoga.  

In the kaliyuga, people are 

inherently reluctant to undertake spiritual 

tasks. Many are of the opinion that 

spirituality is something that must be 

practiced in old age. The prime of youth 

must not be wasted pursuing such abstract 

things. But it becomes very difficult to 

achieve the mental and physical control for 

spiritual tasks later on. During youth, our 

bodies and minds are full of vitality. It 

would be a waste to spend all our energy 

chasing fleeting pleasures. Krishna 

emphasizes that through spiritual 

cultivation, we should remember God at the 

moment of death (VIII: 5). However, this 

does not mean that we ignore God at other 

times and indulge in material pleasures. One 

who has spent a lifetime in prayers and 

contemplation of God will easily remember 

Him at his deathbed. It is vain to hope that 

after wasting a lifetime pursuing other 

pleasures, the thought of God will appear 

magically during our last moments. Death is 

the culmination of our lifetime. It is the 

point where a lifetime of deeds and thoughts 

are echoed, measured by their purity and 

sanctity.  

Though our last moments are a 

reflection of our lifetime, they are also 

suggestive of our next birth. We are 

reincarnated as whatever the name and form 

we think of in our deathbed.   If we 

contemplate God as a formless embodiment 

of pure consciousness and bliss, then we too 

will be rid of our mortal bodies and join that 

state. Thus, at each stage of the soul’s 

journey, it adopts different qualities until it 

can permanently escape the shackles of a 

physical body. Only through proper spiritual 

cultivation of mind and body, we realize the 

true nature of the soul at the moment of 

death. 

The Paths to Attain Salvation 

           Having thus projected the Supreme 

Goal of life, Krishna riddles Arjuna with the 

paths to attain this goal. In other words, he 

presents the expansive scenario of the 

different vistas of attaining salvation to us, 

the aspiring jivas, through Arjuna. He 

speaks of the attitude of mind from the point 

of view of jnana Yoga (Yoga of Knowledge) 

and Karma Yoga (Yoga of Selfless Action).  

He also dwells on the three guëas and their 

materialistic impact (Yoga of Nature of 

three gunas and Faith in God).  He further 

provides insight into the methods of 

renunciation (Yoga of Renunciation or 

sannyasa) and the meaning of true bhakti 

(Path of Devotion). 

 Time and again, Krishna points out 

the extent of his yogic power. He is the very 

energy behind all activity in this universe. 

The universe depends on him but not vice 



versa because He has no unfulfilled desires 

(IX: 4, 5). There is a theory believed by 

some that utter hatred of God also leads to 

salvation as does intense devotion. In 

support of this theory, examples like 

Shishupala and Dantavakra who attained 

salvation by their hatred of Krishna are 

quoted. Intense and constant meditation on 

God is the only means of attaining salvation. 

In that sense, both love and hatred alike help 

to achieve the necessary concentration. 

Hence, the argument that either of the two 

paths can be selected arises. However, this 

interpretation is fundamentally flawed in 

that one cannot obtain liberation simply by 

concentrating on God. If we are to cultivate 

positive qualities, we must contemplate on 

the auspicious qualities of God. Positive 

qualities cannot be remembered if the mind 

and heart are corrupted by hatred. To brood 

on the shortcomings of God is to judge Him 

as human and flawed (VII: 24-25). It would 

not be proper to compare a true devotee and 

a self-righteous, egoistic man turned away 

from God on the same level on the basis that 

both have a similar one-pointed 

concentration. It would only lead to chaos 

and degradation (IX: 11-13). Asuras like 

Shishupala and Dantavakra, who hated 

Krishna intensely, had a deep devotion 

within them that was masked by Maya, 

incapable of revealing it to anyone except 

Krishna himself. Here we may well 

remember, they were souls of Jaya and 

Vijaya, the gatekeepers of Lord Vishnu 

under the curse of Sanakadi Rsis. Thus, they 

were drawn to Him because of the hidden 

nature of their soul. However, these are 

exceptional cases which occurred under 

certain circumstances and cannot be used to 

justify salvation through wicked methods. 

Thus, it is pointed out that hatred and 

devotion are diametrically opposite paths.  

 Throughout the gita, Krishna 

promises that he is fully responsible for his 

devotees’ welfare. He proclaims that no 

harm will come to one who treads the path 

of devotion (IX: 22, 31). The Lord swears an 

oath to Arjuna that His devotees would not 

perish spiritually under any circumstance. 

Before the Kurukshetra war, Krishna vowed 

to never take up arms. But Bhishma had also 

vowed that he would do everything in his 

power to break Krishna’s promise. In order 

to make his devotee’s words come true, 

Krishna pretends to be afflicted by 

Bhishma’s arrows and takes to his chakra. 

Thus, the Lord treats his devotees’ words as 

worthier than his own. 

 Interestingly, for someone who 

assumes full responsibility for the welfare of 

his devotees, he does not expect much in 

return. He is pleased with merely the spirit 

of renunciation by sacrificing all our 

possessions in His services instead of using 

them for our own selfish needs. We should 

neither have a sense of ownership nor the 



egoism that we are the doers of our actions. 

It is He who is behind all the activities in 

this world. Thus, if we transform every 

action into acts of worship, then our actions 

become meaningful and contribute to the 

good of society (IX: 27). 

 The spirit of renunciation can be 

embodied in even the tiniest offering. The 

medium of worship may be small, i.e. a 

Tulasi leaf, but what matters is the depth and 

intensity of the devotion.  Devotion with the 

spirit of renunciation is called bhakti.The 

object is only as lustrous as the devotee’s 

bhakti. By the spirit of renunciation, there 

will not only be evolution of individual 

personality but also the progress of society 

(IX: 26).  

 The nature of bhakti has been 

misinterpreted by many scholars. The 

argument is that character and conduct do 

not matter if one has devotion. However, if 

the statement is understood at its face value, 

then one is bound to feel that the bhakti also 

opens doors to misconduct and viciousness. 

It is said in the Upanishads that only a 

person who abstains from evil deeds is fit 

for salvation. The nature of devotion is 

synonymous with righteous living. It is not 

possible to develop love for God and 

descend to base acts induced by anger and 

attachment. If mere knowledge alone is 

sufficient, then we are no better than Ravana 

or Duryodhana, who were well versed in 

religious knowledge but failed to adhere to 

those values in practice. One may be a 

sinner to start with but if he repents and 

changes his life, we should forgive his past 

and accept his present. Devotion is the ray 

of hope that brightens one who is steeped in 

despair. However, devotion is not a goal but 

a pathway to realize God. Throughout the 

gita, Krishna emphasizes that all paths of 

faith lead to Him, all the Vedas identify Him 

as the Supreme, and all action is done in His 

service. The longest or shortest path to reach 

Him depends on the nature and bondage 

level of the individual soul. The bulk of the 

gita deals with elaborating these recurring 

themes, beginning with Karma yoga.  

 

Yoga of Selfless Action 

In Sankhya yoga, Krishna presents 

an outline of his teachings in response to 

Arjuna’s questions. But Arjuna senses some 

apparent contradictions in Krishna’s words 

(II: 47-49). In some verses, Krishna points 

out that action is inferior to knowledge. 

Earlier, however, He advises not to desist 

from action. Even if one says Krishna 

criticized only selfish actions, the problem is 

not fully solved. There are actions which can 

be performed without any desire (i.e. that of 

a rsi or hermit). In other spheres of life, 

action may be selfish, depending on the state 

of mind at the time. But in the actions 



prescribed for a sannyasi, there is no room 

for desire at all. It is impossible to fight a 

war without desire. Thus, when there are 

other deeds that can be performed without 

desire, why follow the path of war? Here, 

Arjuna raises two fundamental issues. 

Firstly, if knowledge is superior to action, 

then why not follow it as the sole path? 

What is the need for action? Secondly, if 

action is inevitable, then why not embrace 

the life of a sannyasi?  Arjuna’s doubt is 

indeed genuine and he implores Krishna to 

be clear in his teachings (III: 1). 

To the first question, Krishna 

counters that mere renunciation does not 

lead to salvation. It is impossible to free 

oneself from action. Even if one tries not to 

get into new ventures, the consequences of 

previous actions must be put to an end by 

facing them. Thus, when an action is 

completed, hundreds of others crop up as a 

consequence of this endless chain. But 

resting idly without doing anything is also 

not an alternative. By nature, a person is 

engaged in activity. Even breathing is an 

action and kills many bacteria that are 

inhaled. We cannot run away from action 

even though it leads us to many sins. At the 

most, we may give up all physical activity, 

retire into a forest, and do penance. But if 

you cannot control your mind, it is pointless 

going to the forest. If you can control your 

mind, why go to the forest? For one who can 

control his mind, wherever he is that is his 

forest and hermitage. Control of the mind is 

more essential for salvation than 

renunciation of action. But without action, 

control of mind and subjugation of desire 

are difficult. For liberation, there are two 

paths; one is of knowledge and the other of 

action. If there is no action in the path of 

knowledge, then there should be no 

knowledge in the path of action also. Is it 

possible to attain liberation by mere action 

without proper knowledge? Just as 

knowledge is associated with action, action 

is also associated with right knowledge. In a 

jnani, if there is a preponderance of action, 

he is called a karma yogi; if there is a 

preponderance of knowledge, he is called a 

jnana yogi. If one is asked to fetch water, he 

does so in a cup. Do we object and ask him 

why he brought the cup when only water 

was required? How can water be fetched 

without a vessel? Similarly, knowledge 

cannot manifest itself without action. If 

knowledge without action is lame, action 

without knowledge is blind. Without a 

confluence of both, life will never be 

meaningful. Whether it is a jnani or ajnani, 

all have to perform action in this world. 

Eschewing action completely is not only 

improbable but also detrimental (III: 6).  

Our scriptures state that actions bind 

us. How then is it possible to obtain 

liberation? Isn’t it a waste striving for 



liberation while doing action which binds 

us? Krishna claims that action must be 

performed with a discerning mind. We 

cannot live without food, but bad food ruins 

our health. Similarly, it does not mean that 

we should give up all action. Only wicked 

deeds bind us. Pious actions performed with 

good intentions always leads to good results 

and such action cannot be a hindrance to 

liberation. Action actually helps spiritual 

enlightenment, i.e. realizing the nature of 

one’s soul. The kinds of actions we perform 

during our lifetime define our inherent 

nature. Thus, we must eschew actions which 

bind us down to the cycle of birth and death 

(III: 9).  

Action which is rendered selflessly 

is nothing but sacrifice. Everything done in 

the name of God is sacrifice. It cannot bind 

us further to worldly life. Service and 

sacrifice are the two constituents of a yajna. 

yajna should not be construed in the narrow 

sense of offering things in a sacrificial fire. 

It has a wider significance in that any good 

deed performed without selfish material 

motive or desire in the spirit of an offering 

to God becomes yajna. Earlier, Arjuna asked 

about fighting a war without selfishness. 

Krishna replies that this war should be 

fought to uphold dharma. In a war between 

dharma and adharma, there are no 

relationships of any kind. There are only 

those who side with good and those who 

side with evil. Krishna points out that 

Arjuna’s love and loyalty towards the Kuru 

elders is invalid at this point. He asks Arjuna 

to sacrifice these weak bonds of attachment 

and fight under His command.  

yajna, the selfless Karma, keeps the 

life cycle in motion. The actions performed 

by us certainly affect nature. The good deeds 

have a twin effect on the world at large, both 

on the natural and social. Today, yajna is 

rarely performed in true spirit and we are 

deprived of both the fruits. Each individual 

must complete his allotted task to keep life 

in motion. By being pious and working 

selflessly, we should develop a healthy 

social environment and strive for 

development of the whole society (III: 14, 

15). One who keeps himself busy with 

personal affairs while neglecting social work 

is wasting his life (III: 16). Thus, besides 

driving home the fact that duty performed in 

the form of sacrifice does not lead to 

bondage, the gita also aims at convincing 

that it is absolutely necessary to perform 

such action with a sense of gratefulness and 

a desire to guard the interests of maintaining 

the natural and social establishment in order. 

The gita proposes that everyone who 

belongs to mankind should not withdraw in 

fear from karma as the cause of bondage but 

should perform actions in the form of yajna, 

in a spirit of service to God.  



Sinful deeds cannot be performed in 

the spirit of yajna. Freedom from desire and 

hatred, and devotion to God are the essential 

elements of the yajna spirit. Any action can 

be considered as yajna only if it is based on 

these principles. Can anybody indulge in 

deceit and crime without hatred? If a person 

is truly devoted to God, he cannot have the 

impudence and arrogance to dedicate actions 

not sanctioned by the shastras to God. 

Therefore, only those deeds prescribed by 

the scriptures which lead to universal 

welfare can be performed in the spirit of 

yajna. 

But even if we can distinguish 

between right and wrong, dharma and 

adharma, then why are we forced into 

committing sins? What is it that drags us 

into sin despite our urge to do good (III: 

36)? Krishna identifies desire as the root of 

all our sins. Desire and the accompanying 

feelings are the cause of all sinful deeds in 

the world. Man is impelled by a great desire 

to amass wealth and enjoy himself. If there 

are any obstructions for the fulfillment his 

desire, anger and violence arises. Krishna 

points out that desire is never satiated by 

sensual enjoyment. It instead grows more as 

fire does with fuel. The only way to keep 

desire under control is by subjugating it (III: 

37-39). Desire veils our intellect in the same 

way that smoke envelopes fire. It pollutes 

our heart and hides the beauty of God from 

us.  

To overcome desire, we have to first 

learn control of the senses. In the spiritual 

warfare against desire and anger, knowledge 

will be the most powerful weapon. 

Acquiring spiritual knowledge, we realize 

our potential, our duties and responsibilities, 

and are able to control our senses step by 

step. Only when scientists had discovered 

the fundamental laws governing matter and 

energy were they able to control nature and 

utilize it for their purpose. Similarly, by 

understanding nature and the fundamental 

forces animating the senses, we will be able 

to control them and use them to our 

advantage.     

 If everyone is bound to perform 

duties laid down in the scriptures, then what 

about persons who are in a state of samadhi? 

Those who are thoroughly engaged in 

contemplation of God cannot perform the 

duties prescribed for the various times of the 

day. Can they be condemned for this? 

Krishna answers that those who are in such a 

state are not required to perform prescribed 

duties. But once they are out of their 

meditative trance, they, like the rest of us, 

are obliged to do their daily routines (III: 

17).Action must be performed even if one is 

a jnani, those who are capable of showing 

by their own practice the ideal of 

disinterested action. The world does not fade 



away into nothingness once spiritual 

knowledge is obtained, as some think. This 

world is the only means by which we cross 

the ocean of “samsara” and reach God. The 

jnani does have to show the way of good 

action to others by performing it himself. 

But there is a fundamental difference 

between a jnani and an ajnani. The jnani 

performs actions without desire in a perfect 

manner. No worldly desires tempt him. 

Through many of our itihasas and puranas, 

we have learned that sacrifice and purity of 

heart enhance value, however little they may 

be in quantity. The actions performed by 

jnanis are very much of a higher order than 

those performed by ordinary people. 

Realizing this difference, one must strive to 

follow in the footsteps of these illumined 

souls (IV: 15). 

Arjuna’s primary question, 

however, still remains unanswered. Krishna 

points out that many diverse paths are open 

to each of us. But the consummation of 

one’s life lies in identifying the proper 

pursuit for oneself and pursuing it. Each 

person should determine the kind of duty 

suitable to their individual identity. Arjuna, 

by his nature, is born a karma yogi. He 

belongs to the kshatriya class, eliminating 

the unrighteous and wicked in protection of 

pious people. If he shuns his proper pursuit 

and leads a life not appointed for him, he 

cannot reach his full development. 

Similarly, each person should follow strictly 

the duties prescribed by social obligation, 

according to the ways of life laid down by 

varna and ashrama. Both the individual way 

(svadharma) and the way of the particular 

varna belong to one’s proper pursuit. Arjuna 

has to accept the way of a kshatriya from 

both angles. sannyasa or vanaprastha maybe 

superior, but having been destined to bear 

the responsibility of destroying evil and 

protecting the good, it is not proper for him 

to abdicate his responsibility and retire into 

a forest. However, the course of action also 

depends on the situation and the context of 

action. Suppose one is sitting on a river bank 

engaged in meditation and see a man 

drowning in the river in front. It is but 

proper that meditation must be thrown aside 

in favor of the man’s life. Meditation is no 

doubt meritorious but not under such 

circumstances. The Mahabharata is filled 

with parables illustrating the importance of 

every individual performing his rightful 

duty. Thus, the gita points out that every 

person should determine the entrusted duties 

by considering individual nature, the varëa 

status, and the context of action (III: 35). 

 (To be continued in future issues of 

this journal.) 
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Go Vegan! 

Satish Karandikar 

सव� देवा: �ःथता देहे सवदेवमयी �ह गौ: ।  
Our scriptures tell us that all Gods reside in the 

body of the cow.  She is truly an embodiment of 

all divinities. 

 Since time immemorial the cow has been 

worshipped by followers of dharma.  We regard 

her as our mother and hence the name गोमाता.  

Hurting a cow, particularly slaughtering a cow 

(गोअ�या) either directly or indirectly, is one of 

the greatest sins that man can commit.  Our 

scriptures teach us to respect all living beings, 

that is why we are vegetarians.  The unnecessary 

pain and torture that an animal suffers before 

and during slaughter is a well known fact.  But 

there is one area of cruelty that many of us either 

don't know or don't want to know - and that is 

the barbaric nature of the dairy industry. 

We imagine that cows are grazing happily in 

open green pastures and that the calves are 

getting their mothers' milk and then the excess is 

being taken for human consumption.  This is the 

image portrayed to us by the sleek 'Got milk?' 

ads and nice pictures on milk cartons.  Nothing 

could be farther from the truth on today's factory 

farms.  The ads should more correctly ask 'Got 

cruelty?' 

ि�ेन न मनसा वा�प गोषुु ्  िन�य ं सखुूद: । 

अचयेत सदा्  चैव नमःकारै) पजूयेत ।्   "One 

should always give happiness to a cow - always 

worship and salute her - and never hurt her even 

mentally. " 

Bearing in mind this command of the scriptures 

let us enter the dark hidden world of milk 

production.  The first thing to notice is that - 

unlike the beautiful pictures that are shown to 

the public - the cows never actually get to see 

open pasture!!  They are kept in very crowded 

and filthy sheds or "factories."  Artificial 

impregnation is the norm.  There is no natural 

insemination.  That leads to the next link in the 

cruelty chain - which is that all the male off-

springs are regarded as nothing more than 

garbage.  They have no "value."  So they are 

sent off at birth to become part of the hideous 

veal industry.  We need to understand that veal 

production - which is a relatively new concept - 

is just an offshoot of dairy production.  If we 

weren't consuming large quantities of milk and 

milk products there would be no veal industry - 

because there would be no need to continuously 

force cows to give birth so that we can take the 

milk.  And yes, in case you haven't guessed 

already, the calf does not get even a drop of its 

mother's milk.  Not one single drop.  Even 

before the mother can lick the baby clean - 

which is her natural instinct - the new born calf 

is dragged away without mercy and kept out of 

sight of its mother.  She cries for her baby for 

weeks - but no one listens.  All this while milk is 

pumped out of her by machines - in order that 

people like us can enjoy yogurt and ice-cream.  

As for the calf - if it is male it will soon become 

veal and if it is female it will endure the same 

torture as its mother before being eventually 

slaughtered.  Now we can understand why milk 

thus produced is called as 'liquid meat.' 

गावो ब-धुमनुं याणां मनुं या बा-धवा गवाम ।्   

Cows are a friend of humans, and humans 

(should be) friends of cows. 



Unfortunately man is far from being a friend of 

cows - certainly not on the modern dairy farms.  

Here are some so-called "standard industry 

practices" which are so unspeakable, that my 

hand trembles as I type this :- 1) If instead of 

being sent to veal production, any males are 

retained so that they may be grow up to become 

beef then they are castrated without anesthesia. 

2) Cows' horns are removed and tails are 

chopped off - also without anesthesia.  These are 

all extremely painful operations.  3) A recent 

undercover investigation also revealed male 

calves being skinned alive. 

The list goes on - and again it should be borne in 

mind that all this cruelty is sponsored by us!  

Particularly Indians should watch out because 

we consume humongous quantities of milk and 

milk products.  When I see the streams of milk 

flowing from the अिभषेक: on िशवरा�ऽ: I really 

wonder if the Lord is going to be pleased by this 

act or if He is going to be angry at the 

humiliation and torture of the cows that have 

been forced to give that milk. 

How about organic milk?  Are the small family 

farms any better?  Not much.  In fact, not much 

at all!  So please don't be fooled by the labels.  

There too the calf does not see its mother let 

alone get a drop of her milk.  There too the male 

off-springs are slaughtered shortly after birth.  

There too the cow is herself sent to slaughter the 

very day that the "milk meter" shows a decline 

in production.  The normal life span of a healthy 

cow would be even 15-20 years, but in the world 

of dairy she is "used up" in may be 5-6 years.  

At that point her body is so emaciated from the 

continuous over-milking and artificial hormones 

that she is barely able to stand.  All her life she 

has had to bear the pangs of pregnancy.  

Regardless of her condition she is hauled away 

to the slaughter house on the way to becoming 

dog food. 

I would also like to mention in passing that just 

like the production of milk, the production of 

eggs has its own heights of cruelty.   Just 

consider one - male chicks are ground up alive.  

Unthinkable but true.  So please think about this 

the next time you may be tempted to eat cookies, 

cakes, ice-creams or chocolates that have eggs in 

them. 

From a health stand point - it has been my own 

experience that since adopting a vegan lifestyle I 

have been able to get rid of the "cholesterol 

problem."  Since I'm not a doctor, I cannot 

definitely state that this was a direct 

consequence of going vegan.  It could just be the 

blessing of गोमाता. 

After reading this article, please find out the 

facts for yourself.  There is plenty of evidence 

available on the web.  If we are to be honest then 

we cannot say "I didn't know" or "I am not a part 

of this."  Please make diet changes and try 

options like soy milk or almond milk.  Many 

good alternative products like butter substitutes 

are available today.  By any way possible, break 

the connection with गोअ�या. 



Sanskrit Conversation 
Unit-1 

M. R. Dwarakanath 
 

What distinguishes conversational Sanskrit 
from classical Sanskrit lies in the greater use 
of participles instead of finite verbs. As the 
conjugation of finite verbs take on many 
forms, seemingly difficult, spoken Sanskrit 
tends to employ participles which are 
nominal (nouns and adjectives.) These 
participles are declined which does not 
appear to be an improvement over 
conjugation, as there are 8 cases instead of 
just 3 persons. The advantage of using 
participles lies in the similarity of pattern in 
all declensions. The commonly used 
participles are the past passive, past active 
and occasionally the present participle. The 

past passive participles end in A and thus 

they are declined as in ram, rma or )l 
depending on the gender. The past active 

participles are declined as pct!  or ndI in 

masculine or feminine genders. In addition 
to these declensions, one should have some 
familiarity with the declensions of the most 
common pronouns.  
Conversational Sanskrit when used 
colloquially, may sometimes not adhere to 
subtle grammatical and linguistic rules. For 
example, there are 3 different words in 

Sanskrit for the word ‘This.’ These are @tdœ , 

#dm! , and Ads! . Mind you, each of these 

words take on different forms in the 3 
genders! What differentiates these 3 words 
are the relative proximity of ‘this’ to the 

speaker. @tdœ Is the closest while Ads!  is 

furthest from the speaker. Then, there is the 

word tdœ (s>, sa, tt!) which stands for 

‘That.’ That  is regarded as being out of 

sight (Aprae] ) – far off. When we say sa 
izi]ka, technically the teacher is out of 

sight. To introduce a teacher in person we 

would say @;a izi]ka or #y< izi]ka . 
Conversational Sanskritists often take liberty 
with such fine points of grammar and usage. 
 
It will be helpful to remember that use of the 
passive participle will result in a sentence in 
the passive voice while use of the active 
participle will result in active voice. Spoken 
Sanskrit also has freely adapted new words 
that are essential in modern life. Without 
further ado let us develop some basic 
vocabulary. In the following, m, f and n in 
parantheses refer to the 3 genders and (r) 
refers to respectful usage. 
 
Basic Vocabulary 

 

English s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm! English s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm! 
I Ahm! How? kwm! 

we vym! Man pué;> 
mine mm 

Woman ôI 
our ASmakm! Boy balk> 
You Tvm! Girl bailka 
You 
(r,m) 

Évan! Teacher iz]k> 

You (r,f) ÉvtI Student ma[vk> 
You (p) yUym! Mother mata 
Your (s) tv Father ipta 

Your 
(r,m) 

Évt> Sister ÉignI 

Your 
(r,f) 

ÉvTya> Brother æata 

He s> Friend imÇm! 
His tSy Village ¢am> 
She sa Town ngrm! 



Her tSya> Cat majaRr> 
It tt! Dog k…Š…r> 
Its tSy Cow gaE> 
My mm Elephant gj> 

In me miy Monkey kip> 
In you Tviy Horse Añ> 
By / 

with me 
mya Water jlm! 

By / 
with you 

Tvya Milk ]Irm! 

By / 
with it 

ten Curd dix 

They(m) te Buttermil
k 

t³m! 

They(f) ta> Book puStkm! 
They(n) tain Pen leonI 

Their 
(m,n) 

te;am! House g&hm! 

Their(f) tasam! School zala 
This (m) Aym! Name nam 
This (f) #ym! Is As! 
This (n) #dm! Read pQœ 

That tt! Write ilo! 
Who(m)

? 
k> Eat oadœ 

Who(f)? ka See †z! 
What? ikm! Hear ïu 

Where? k…Ç Drink pa 
 

 

Greetings and Simple conversation 

 

English s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm!s<Sk«tm! 
Hello hir> Aaem! 
Greetings / Saultation nmSkar> 

Good Morning suàÉatm! 
Good Night zuÉraÇI 
How are you? k…zl< va - ikm! 
How are you? kwmiSt Évan! 
How are you? kwmiSt ÉvtI 
Yes, I am well  Aam! k…zlm! 
I am well (m) k…zlI AiSm 
I am well (f) k…zilnI AiSm 
Thank you xNyvad> 
Pardon me ]Mytam! 
Do not worry icNta ma AStu 
All is well sv¡ smIcInm! 
What is your name? tv nam ikm! (AiSt) 

What is your name(r)? Évt> nam ikm! 
What is your name(f)? ÉvTya> nam ikm! 
My name is Rama mm nam ram> 
My name is Sita mm nam sIta 
This is my house #d< mm g&hm! 
This is my father Ay< mm ipta 
This is my mother #y< mm mata 
This is my friend #d< mm imÇm! 
What is that? tt! ikm! 
That is buttermilk (far) tt! t³miSt 
That is buttermilk  Ad> t³miSt 
Who is she? sa ka . #y< ka 
She is a teacher sa izi]ka . #y< 

izi]ka                       
Who is our student? ASmak< ma[vk> k>  



Where is your house Évt> g&h< k…Ç AiSt 
Our house is in India ASmak< g&h< ÉrtvzeR 

AiSt 
He saw an elephant s>  gj< †òvan! 
She saw a cat sa majaRr< †òvtI 
What did you see? Tv< ik< †òvan! 
A school was seen by 
me 

mya zala †òa 

What was heard by 
you? 

Tvya ik< ïutm! 

gItA was heard by me mya gIta ïuta 
Book was read by him ten puStk< piQtm! 
Whose book? kSy puStkm! 

Hari’s book hre> puStkm! 
No. Who is the author? n, ken iliotm! 
No. Who is the author? n, k> iliotvan! 
Work of PaNini pai[inna iliotm! 
Very nice suóu 
What else? Aip ikm! 
Let us meet again pun> imlam> 
Good night! zuÉraÇI 
 

In the foregoing, siNxkayRm! has been left out 

to highlight and clarify  the  individual 
words. 

 

 



Ancient Indian Mathematics 
M. R. Dwarakanath 

 
(A personal note: I have neither studied the 
original texts nor have I conducted any 
research in this field. I am lay interested 
person. The content of this and future 
articles, is derived from various sources and 
some speculation on my part. I will 
explicitly note my personal conjectures. The 

book “Vedic Mathematics” by çré bhäraté 
kåñëa tértha published by Motilal Benarsi 

Dass, 1992 has been my chief guide and 
inspiration. )  
 
Ancient Indian Mathematics goes a long 
time back into the Vedic period. The most 
important texts in this context are the 
appendicies to atharva Veda and the çulba 
sütras. The çulba sütras form a part of the 

much larger corpus, the kalpa sutras which 

are ancillary to the Vedas or vedäìgäni.  
The kalpa Sutras are classified into the 

çrauta, çulba, gåhya, etc. sutras. These 

belong to the yajurveda. The çrauta Sutras 

proscribe the rules or methodology for 

performing various rituals, the çulba Sutras 

prescribe the method of fire altar (vedi) 
construction and the gåhya sutras prescribe 

every detail of our day to day conduct of life 
from morning ablutions to final funerary 

rites. The çulba sutras constitute a geometry 

manual that explains the calculations 
required for the construction of the fire pit 

and perhaps other yantras. The main kalpa 

sutras are attributed to baudhäyana 
(800BCE), mänava (750BCE), 

äpasthambha (400BCE) and kätyäyana . 
 

çulba in Sanskrit means a rope and sutra 

means a string or an aphorism. Aphorisms 
are very terse statements and these 
statements do not stand alone as they have to 
be understood in the context of previously 

stated sutras by a process known as auvåtti. 

Çulb or sulv means to measure. The çulba 

(rope to measure) sutras provide the 
different dimensions of a geometrical figure. 

The vedis and the mahävedis came in 

various shapes, some as complex as that of a 
falcon. If for instance, one wants to make a 
right triangle one needs a protractor to draw 
the perpendicular to a base line. Barring this, 
a perpendicular may be erected with a 
compass. The archeological excavations at 
Mohenjo Daro have unearthed compass like 
instruments! Yet another way to achieve this 
result would be to know all 3 lengths of the 
sides of the right triangle. How does one 
know all 3 lengths of such a right triangle? 
Knowledge of the Hypotenuse theorem or 
the Pythagorean theorem is the key in that 

instance. The çulba sutras give the 

following triplet of numbers as 
measurements for a right triangle: (3, 4, 5); 
(5, 12, 13); (8, 15, 17) and (12, 35, 37.) It is 
clear the ancient Hindus knew about the 
hypotenuse theorem which is attributed to 
Pythagoras in the west. Who got this 
knowledge from whom may be debated but 

based on the dates of baudhäyana and 

Pythagoras it appears the Greeks got this 
knowledge from the Hindus through the 

Arab traders. I believe the çulba sutras only 

provide the answers to these geometrical 
questions but do not give proofs of the 
theorems themselves. This task was taken up 
by the later great ancient Indian 
mathematicians, many of whom were Jains 
and Budhists – Aryabhata, Bhaskara-I and 
II, Brahma Gupta, Madhava of 
Sangamagrama, Mahavira, Varahamihira 
and others. 
 
Before we get into specific mathematical 
discoveries, let us summarize the salient 
achievements of the ancients: 

1. Place value system of representing 
numbers with unique characters. 

2. The number zero. 



3. Arithmetic operations such as 
multiplication, squaring, square root 
extraction etc. 

4. Geometry of the çulba sutras. 

5. Diophantine numbers, number 
theory. Irrational numbers and fast 
converging algorithms for their 
computation. 

6. Astronomy – predicting eclipses and 
the precise duration of the same 
based on the heliocentric solar 
system. Estimation of the size and 
shape of the earth. Rotation of the 
earth on its axis. 

7. Algebra & Trigonometry etc. 
 
Bhaskara’s proof of the Hypotenuse 
Theorem: There are many proofs of this 
theorem given by ancient Hindu 
mathematicians; we give here Bhaskara’s 
proof which is perhaps the simplest. 
Euclid’s is quite elaborate. Consider the 
right triangle ABC. We want to show: a2 = 
b2 + c2. 

 
Erect the square BCED on the hypotenuse, 
BC. We drop a perpendicular EH from E to 
AC, DG from D to EH and finally BF from 
B to DG. 
Note the triangles ABC, HCE, GED and 
FDB are all congruent, each having an area 
= ½.b.c. Thus the total area of the 4 
congruent triangles = 2.b.c. Now AF = BF-
AB = AC-AB from the congruence. Thus 
AF = (b-c). The area of the square AHGF = 
(b-c)2. The area of the square BCED = a2 = 
(b-c)2 + 2.b.c = b2 + c2.  The square of the 

hypotenuse = the sum of the squares of the 
other two sides. Q.E.D. 
 

(@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[) - A unique way to compute 

the decimal representations of certain 
fractions:  Let us consider a fraction such as 
1/19. This fraction can be calculated the 
usual way by dividing the dividend 
(numerator) by the divisor (denominator,) 
finding the quotient and remainder. Keep the 
quotient, add a 0 to the remainder and repeat 
the process. This division will stop when the 
remainder becomes 0 or at some point the 
remainder will be same as an earlier 
remainder. In the latter case the decimal 
fraction will recur ad infinitum. 
 
Now 1/19 = 0.05263157894736842105263.. 
The string of numbers starts repeating with 
05263. 
  
We can also compute 1/19 in an alternate 
way. 
1/19 = 1/(20-1) = (1/20).(1-1/20)-1 

= (1/20)+(1/20)2+(1/20)3+(1/20)4+(1/20)5+ .. 
= 0.05 
+ 0.0025 
+ 0.000125 
+ 0.00000625 
+ 0.0000003125 
+ 0.000000015625 
+ 0.00000000078125 
+ 0.0000000000390625 
+ 0.000000000001953125 
. 
. 

= 0.052631578947265625 

 
It comes as no surprise this answer is an 
approximation to and less than the correct 
value.  
 
Finally, we can write down the answer 
directly by inspection using the Vedic sutra 

@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[@kaixken pUveR[ for calculating such ratios 

where the denominator is a number ending 
in 9. In translation, the sutra states: “by one 
greater than the previous.” What it is saying 
is that we should employ a number which is 
one greater than the number preceding 9. In 

A 

B C 

D E 

F 

G 

H 

a 

h 

g 

f 

c 
b 



our example, the number preceding 9 is 1 
and 1 greater than that is 2. So, the sutra 
says we have to use the number 2. How do 
we use the number 2? 
Either use it to multiply or to divide.  
 
Division Method: Divide the numerator (1) 
by 2. We get a quotient = 0 and remainder = 
1. Attach to the remainder to the left of the 
quotient and divide again. We get a new 
quotient = 5 and remainder 0. Continue the 
process until enough precision is achieved. 
 
Divident: 1  10  5  12  6  3  11  15….. 
Quotient: 0  5    2   6   3  1  5    7….. 
Remainder: 1  0    1   0   0  1  1    1…. 
 
The answer is given by the string of 

quotients! 

 
Multiplication Method: Now observe the 
sequence of numbers starting from the right 
in the same string: 0.052631578947…. 7 is 
the last digit. Multiply 7 by 2 instead of 
dividing. 
7x2 = 14 – 4 is the next digit, carry = 1. 
4x2+1 = 9 is the next digit, no carry. 
9x2 = 18 – 8 is the next digit, carry = 1. 
8x2+1 = 17 – 7 is the next digit, carry = 1. 

Notice the pattern of the digits. Each 
digit is 2x the digit to its right plus a 1 if 
a carry is present. If the result is greater 
than 9, we keep the lower order digit and 
carry the 1 to compute the next digit. By 
the multiplication method, we get the 
numbers of the string going backwards. 
Let us work this out by starting with the 
seed 1 instead of 7. Seed 1 always 
works. 
 
Multiplicand:  1  2  4  8  6  3  7  4  9  8.. 
Result:  2  4  8  6  3  7  4  9  8  7..  

Carry:   0  0  0  1  1  0  1  0  1  1.. 
 
The division method seems more 
convenient as the digits appear in the 
natural order. Let us quickly write down 
a few more ratios. Let us compute 1/59. 
We now divide by the number 6 = 5+1. 

 
Divident: 1  10  41  56  29  54  9  31.. 
Quotient: 0  1    6    9    4    9    1  5.. 
Remainder: 1  4   5    2     5    0    3  1.. 
 
So, 1/59 = 0.01694915… 
With a little practice, we can write down the 
answer simply by inspection. Working this 
out on a chalk / white board in front of an 
audience is more impressive than a written 
article! Be that as it may, I believe the 
reason why this method works is illustrated 
by the power series expansion seen before. 
The Vedic seers appear to have known about 
the power series which was developed in the 
west by the Englishman Brook Taylor and 
the Scotsman Colin MacLaurin both only in 
the early 18th century! 
 

Multiplication by ^XvRityRG_yam! ,^XvRityRG_yam! ,^XvRityRG_yam! ,^XvRityRG_yam! ,    
This algorithm is based on the following: 
Let A = a0.R

0+a1.R
1+a2.R

2+a3R
3 +… anR

n 

And B = b0.R
0+b1.R

1+b2.R
2+b3R

3 +… bmRm 

Where R is the radix or the base of the 
number system. R=10 in the decimal 
system. However, the method is quite 
general. a0, a1, a2.. and b0, b1, b2 .. are the 
coefficients for the apprpriate power of the 
radix. Now the product, 

A.B = C = = c0.R
0+c1.R

1+c2.R
2+c3R

3 +… 
cn+mRn+m 

We further know in general: 
ck = a0.bk + a1.bk-1 + a2.bk-2 + …+ ak.b0 

In particular c0 = a0.b0, c1 = a0.b1 + a1.b0, 
c2 = a0.b2 + a1.b1 + a2.b0 etc. We have to 
remember to add any applicable carries 
from the lower order digit computation. 
Let us see an example: 5693x8724. 
 5 6 9 3 
x 8 7 2  4 

= (5.8)(5.7+6.8)(5.2+6.7+9.8) 
(5.4+6.2+9.7+3.8) (6.4+9.2+3.7) (9.4+3.2) 
(3.4) 
= (40) (83) (124) (119) (63) (42) (12)  
= 49665732, which is the correct answer. 
These calculations can be done mentally 
with intense concentration! 
 



. ïImÑgvÌItasar>. 

M. R. Dwarakanath 

Introduction: The religio-philosophy of 

sanätana dharma (Eternal laws of right 

conduct) or Hinduism is founded on the 

prasthänatrayé, the three source books of 

Hindu thought. These are the Upanishads, The 

brahmasütras and the bhagavadgétä. The 

Upanishads are çruti texts; these are regarded as 

being eternal and of non-human origin. çruti 

means heard; they are believed to be ever 

present in space as vibrations which can be 

received by humans when their minds are pure 

and suitably tuned to receive the same like a 

radio. The ancient Seers, having received or 

visualized this knowledge in the form of 

mantras, are the recorders of the knowledge and 

not their authors. One may note these vibrations 

are not sound vibrations as they exist in free 

space even in the absence of air which is a 

prerequisite for sound propagation. The other 

two texts are considered småti as they are of 

human origin and are the results of cogitations 

of the mind. Thus they are said to be 

remembered texts. Sage vedavyäsa or 

bädaräyaëa is the author of the brahmasütras 

or the vedäntasütras, which are an annotation 

on the çruti texts, as well as the bhagavadgétä. 

The vedäntasütras constitute very terse 

pronouncements intended to elucidate the çruti 

texts and remove all ambiguity across the corpus 

of these texts.  

The bhagavadgétä is a popular metrical text in 

700 (or 701) verses in the form of a dialog 

between çrékåñëa and arjuna on the battlefield 

of the Mahabharata war. The text is entirely in 

the anuñöubh or triñöubh meters. The gétä 

teaches the essence of the çruti texts in simpler 

terms. The itihäsas (epics) and puräëas 

(legends of the past) form yet another set of 

works that further elucidate the same subject 

matter in much greater length with stories and 

parables to make it even more accessible to the 

lay person. The bhagavadgétä is at once 

concise and accessible to any enquiring person 

but it lends itself to different interpretations. The 

gétä has been commented on by 

çréçaìkaräcärya, çrérämänujäcärya and 

çrémadväcärya and many others in the near 

past. These commentaries reflect their 

philosophical positions in matters of the nature 

of the Brahman, the world and the soul. The gétä 

has also attracted the attention of world leaders 

like Gandhi, tilak, radhäkåñëan, 

rajagopäläcäri as well as occidental thinkers 

like Thoreau, Oppenheimer and others.  

The setting for the instruction of the gétä on the 

battlefield, just as the hostilities are about to 

begin, seems odd at first glance. One expects 

such teaching to be carried out in the tranquility 

of a gurukula in the Himalayas or a secluded 

forest away from daily hubbub. However, it is 

intentionally set on the battlefield as battle is a 

metaphor not just for the conflicts of war but for 

our everyday conflicts in our own minds that 

rage perpetually. The gétä is Psychology 101 

and a self help manual! The following 

metaphorical verse captures the place of gétä in 

our sacred literature. 

svaeRpin;dae gavae daeGxa gaepalnNdn>, 

pawaeR vTs> suxIÉaeŔ a ÊGx< gItam&t< mht!. 



(If) The Upanishads are cows, the milcher is 

çrékåñëa.  arjuna is the calf, the consumer 

(enjoyer) is the wise person (arjuna), the milk is 

the great nectar called gétä. 

àwmae=Xyay> - AjuRniv;adyaeg> 

prathamo'dyäyaù - arjuna viñäda yogaù 

Chapter-1: Arjuna’s Grief: The first chapter 

begins with dhåtaräñöra enquiring saïjaya 

about his children and the nephews. dhåtaräñöra 

is a blind king. He is not just blind in the eye, he 

is just plain blind. His very words mämakäù 

and päëòaväù betrays his narrow thinking and 

his attachment to what is his and what is not. It 

is exactly this attachment that Sri Krishna is 

keen to dislodge from the mind of arjuna and 

all devotees seeking spiritual awakening. It is to 

be noted that dhåtaräñöra has nothing more to 

say for the rest of the gétä. He is oblivious to 

saïjaya’s recount of Krishna’s teachings, to 

saïjaya’s ecstasy at the revelation of the cosmic 

form and even at the conclusion of discourse. 

As dhåtaräñöra is making this enquiry, the 

battle forces are arrayed and the battle is 

imminent. Now we get a glimpse into the 

psychology of the two central figures in the war 

– duryodhana and arjuna. duryodhana 

though having a much larger army and the most 

able of generals, lacks confidence in his 

generals. He suspects subterfuge. He is not 

confident his side will prevail. He is a doubting 

Thomas and Sri Krishna says later such a 

doubting Thomas, who is ignorant and lacking 

in faith will perish - A}íaïÎxaní s<zyaTma 

ivnZyit, On the other hand arjuna is all keyed 

up and itching to fight. After all, he is aggrieved 

at the injustice suffered at the hands of his 

cousins, the years spent in the forest in misery 

and humiliation is fresh and he is waiting to get 

even. Scores have to be settled. He is conceited 

and demands to review his enemies whom he 

should fight. Although the päëòaväs (thus 

arjuna) knew that Krishna was no ordinary 

human, he fails to recognize that truth under the 

passions generated and summons Krishna, the 

charioteer, to station his chariot between the 

opposing armies so he might inspect his enemies 

and draw up the battle plan. Krishna, the 

psychiatrist, could have stationed the chariot 

across from arjuna’s arch enemies - 

duryodhana and karëa. Had he done so, 

there would have been no bhagavadgétä. Only 

battle! arjuna would have been only too happy 

to take the battle to them; no questions asked. 

Instead Krishna deftly takes him to face his 

preceptors, whom he holds in high esteem, 

knowing full well that this would greatly agitate 

arjuna. Immediately the choice of war is no 

longer black and white; not so clear cut.  He is 

torn between his grievance against the injustices 

the päëòaväs have endured and having to face 

his Gurus, kith and kin in battle. Life’s choices 

are rarely black and white! 

While duryodhana and arjuna are battling 

their demons, bhéñmäcärya himself is the 

subject of insinuation from his patron. The 

äcärya overhearing duryodhana casting 

aspersions against his loyalty is agitated. He is in 

a fix. He has been in a fix all along. Having 

accepted duryodhana’s patronage, he was 

forced to support him even under extremely 

compromising circumstances and now adding 

insult to injury his loyalty is being questioned! 

As he could not bear it much longer, he signals 

the war to begin. For bhéñma, the war is more 

of an escape; a diversion better than having to 



listen to the back talk. bhéñma preferred to 

change the subject than confront duryodhana’s 

charges! How often have we resorted to such 

tactics? 

Returning to arjuna, he is in a fix too. Did he 

just realize that he would have to fight bhéñma, 

òroëa, kåpa, äçvatthäma and various relatives 

in the war? What is the matter now? It is räga 

getting the better of dveña at the sight of the 

elders, the near and dear. How quickly emotions 

change! What is the right emotional state of 

mind one should cultivate? Krishna goes on to 

teach us on how to deal with räga and dveña by 

detachment. The detachment is not walking 

away from a difficult situation but by facing it 

squarely and coming to terms with it. When 

arjuna faces this dilemma, what does he do? 

What would anyone do? He starts making 

excuses. Further he justifies his thoughts by 

citing the çästras that seem to support his 

position. arjuna indulges in self pity and 

misplaced detachment. He would rather beg than 

fight. He is abandoning his duty. He justifies his 

new found position by invoking scenarios where 

acting otherwise would lead to women getting 

corrupted and the lineage destroyed. Is this not 

typical human reaction – offering excuses, 

justification and blaming others? The first 

chapter ends with arjuna continuing to rant and 

offering excuses for not doing his dharma. 

Krishna is biding his time and stays above the 

fray. One may wonder why Krishna who 

supports fighting the war would initially 

contrive to cause confusion in the mind of 

arjuna who was very much in favor of war all 

along. The reason is although arjuna was 

prepared for war his motivation was not pure it 

was driven by his ego and a sense of revenge. 

Krishna wanted to change his attitude from one 

of I am the avenger to I am an instrument in the 

cause of upholding dharma. This was not just a 

lesson for arjuna but for the entire human kind. 

In summary, the 1st chapter sets the stage for the 

teaching to come. One should not view arjuna 

as a dim wit and the intent here is not arjuna 

bashing. It holds a mirror to the human 

condition; humanity’s attitude to life and their 

approach to dealing with everyday challenges. 

We gleefully take ownership of success, covet 

admiration and accolades but run from 

difficulties and failure. The present chapter lays 

bare our emotions, our conflicts and our attitude 

to dealing with success and failure. Running 

away from difficulty does not eliminate it root 

and branch but facing it at its root and solving at 

that level leads to a lasting solution and peace. 

Difficulties are a fact of life for the king as well 

as for the pauper. It is how we deal with them 

are the true tests of our character. Krishna does 

not jump in immediately with advice but 

patiently waits for arjuna to unburden himself 

by pouring his heart out. Until he does so, all 

advice will fall on deaf ears. No advice is given 

until he explicitly asks for it. The student should 

be ready to receive the instruction.  

.ïIk«:[apR[mStu. 

 



Introduction to Sanskrit Grammar – Unit 1 

माहे�र-सू
ा�ण  

Karthik Vaidhinathan 

The language Sanskrit has immense significance in our tradition. Starting from the Vedas, which form 

the bedrock of our culture and civilization, it has been the primary vehicle for the expression of ideas, 

knowledge etc. through the ages.  Thus an understanding of Sanskrit language is the key to unlocking 

the treasures that lay buried in our scriptures.  "वेद�य मुख ं�याकरणम"् - �याकरणम ् is the face of 

the वेद-पु�ष:. Learning Sanskrit grammar is the best bet for us to be able to read, understand and 

appreciate the original works of our tradition, be it the रामायणम ्of the sage वा�मी क: or the works of 

आ"-श$कराचाय&:. 

The grammar of Sanskrit language has been originally composed by three sages - मु'न
यम.् The first 

and foremost of these three is पा�ण'न:.  His Magnum Opus अ*ा+यायी (group of eight chapters) is the 

primary source book of the grammatical tradition.  There were other grammatical systems before and 

after that of पा�ण'न:, but his work has gained such universal acceptance that it has completely 

obscured the others. 

The अ*ा+यायी is in the form of terse rules or aphorisms (called सू
ा�ण).  It is written in the form of an 

algorithm, and aims at explaining the derivation of all the usages in the writings of established scholars 

of the language. It contains close to 4000 short rules, in a form that can be easily memorized by an 

eager student of the language. The other two important grammarians are का.यायन: (the author of the 

वा/0&का'न - rules supplementary to the अ*ा+यायी) and पत2ज4ल: (author of the महाभा7यम ्- the great 

commentary on the अ*ा+यायी).  They use the अ*ा+यायी as their source material, but also add more 

explanations to elucidate the rules and in some places, to explain any usage that has been left 

unexplained by the work of पा�ण'न:. 

With these three grammarians, the grammatical tradition is more or less complete. However, there are 

also very important grammar works after them, which form an invaluable companion for the modern 

reader. The का4शका-व/ृ0:, for instance, is a gloss on the अ*ा+यायी with carefully chosen examples. 

Another important relatively recent work is the 4स9ा:त-कौमुद<, which rearranges the rules according to 

derivational topics. The importance of 4स9ा:त-कौमुद< cannot be overstated, as most modern grammars 

of the Sanskrit language are eventually derived from this work. 

Coming back to Panini's अ*ा+यायी, one of the main features that has aided पा�ण'न: in keeping the 

rules short has been the माहे�र-सू
ा�ण. These are fourteen aphorisms, which do not belong to the 



अ*ा+यायी per se, but yet, play an important part in it. The माहे�र-सू
ा�ण are said to have been revealed 

by महे�र: Himself, which is what gives them their name. महे�रा= आगता'न - माहे�रा�ण सू
ा�ण. 

They form the "A, B, C" of the Sanskrit language.  One cannot begin to understand the grammar of the 

Sanskrit language without comprehending the terminology of the माहे�र-सू
ा�ण.  The aphorisms give 

an alternative arrangement of the Sanskrit sounds as opposed to the regular one which is based on the 

place of origin of the sound in the mouth.  पा�ण'न: does also use the arrangement of the 5x5 matrix.  

In his terminology कँु, चुँ, टँु, तुँ and पुँ refer respectively to the क-वग&:, च-वग&:, ट-वग&:, त-वग&: and 

प-वग&:.  Below are the regular arrangement and the arrangement in the माहे�र-सू
ा�ण 

Regular Ordering माहे�र-सू
ा�ण 

अ आ इ ई उ ऊ ऋ ॠ ऌ ए ऐ ओ औ 

 

क ख ग घ ङ 

च छ ज झ ञ 

ट ठ ड ढ ण 

त थ द ध न 

प फ ब भ म 

 

य र ल व 

श ष स ह 

1 अ इ उ ण ्। 

2 ऋ ऌ क् । 

3 ए ओ $ । 

4 ऐ औ च ्। 

5 ह य व र Y । 

6 लँ ण ्। 

7 ञ म ङ ण न म ्। 

8 झ भ ञ ्। 

9 घ ढ ध ष ्। 

10 ज ब ग ड द श ्। 

11 ख फ छ ठ थ च ट त व ्। 

12 क प य ्। 

13 श ष स र ्। 

14 ह ल ्। 

 

The reason for this re-ordering of the sounds (or letters) in the form of माहे�र-सू
ा�ण is to create short 

mnemonics for groups of sounds. Closely related sounds, when they enter into similar grammatical 

operations, would undergo similar changes. If one could have technical terms that refer to these sounds 

in a brief manner, the grammatical operation can then be explained very easily in a short सू
म.् Since 

our tradition is an oral one, memorization played an important part in it. Therefore, shorter the rules, 

easier would it be for the student to memorize these grammar texts. By rearranging the letters in the 

order in which they appear in the above सू
ा�ण, the sounds that need to be handled together in 

grammatical operations have been put together, and using the process that we'll be seeing below, short 



mnemonics are generated, which are then used by पा�ण'न: in the अ*ा+यायी. 

In these fourteen सू
ा�ण, the last sound of each सू
म ्(ण,् क्, $, च,् Y, ण,् म,् ञ,् ष,् श,् व,् य,् र,् ल)् is only 

a marker.  The nasal अ ँ in the सू
म ् लँण ् । is also a marker.  The technical term for a marker is 

अनुब:ध: or इत.्  Also, the vowels at the end of each of the consonants from the fifth सू
म ्onwards 

(except for the अ ँin लँण ्।) are only for the sake of pronunciation.  So for example ह only refers to the 

letter [. The mnemonic for any group of sounds is made up of one sound from these सू
ा�ण and one 

marker. The term that is so generated is then the mnemonic for all the sounds that are in between the 

ending marker and the beginning sound of the mnemonic.  The beginning sound is also included. 

Let us take an example. Consider the mnemonic झष.् This mnemonic is made up of one sound झ that 

occurs in the eighth सू
म ्and the marker ष ्in the ninth सू
म.् Therefore, this mnemonic झष ्stands for 

the sounds starting from झ and reading up to the maker ष,् leaving out the markers in between, and 

also leaving out the अकाराः that are only for the sake of pronunciation. Thus, we have the following: 

अ इ उ ण ्। ऋ ऌ क् । ए ओ $ । ऐ औ च ्। ह य व र Y । लँ ण ्। ञ म ङ ण न म ्। झझझझ    भभभभ ञ ्

। घघघघ    ढ धढ धढ धढ ध ष ्। ज ब ग ड द श ्। ख फ छ ठ थ च ट त व ्। क प य ्। श ष स र ्। ह ल ्। 

 

Of these sounds underlined in the above list of सू
ा�ण, the vowel parts have to be left out (remember 

for instance that झ = झ ्+ अ) and only the consonant parts have to be taken. Thus, the mnemonic झष ्

refers to the sounds झ,् भ,् घ,् ] and ध.् They represent the voiced aspirated sounds which appear in 

column 4 of the 5x5 matrix of sounds in the Regular Ordering shown on the left hand side of the Table. 

In the parlance of grammar, such a mnemonic is called a ^.याहारः. 

Let us take another example. Consider the छव-्^.याहारः. छ occurs in the eleventh सू
म.् If we count 

from छ up to the marker व ्we get the sounds marked in bold below: 

अ इ उ ण ्। ऋ ऌ क् । ए ओ $ । ऐ औ च ्। ह य व र Y । लँ ण ्। ञ म ङ ण न म ्। झ भ ञ ्

। घ ढ ध ष ्। ज ब ग ड द श ्। ख फ छ ठ थ च ट तछ ठ थ च ट तछ ठ थ च ट तछ ठ थ च ट त व ्। क प य ्। श ष स र ्। ह ल ्। 

Leaving out the अकाराः that are only for pronunciation, the छव-्^.याहारः therefore represents _, `, 

थ,् च,् Y and त.् They are the second and first column letters of the च-वग&: (च ्च ्च ्च,् , , , ____, ज,् झ,् ञ)्; ट-वग&: 

(YYYY, , , , `̀̀̀, b, ], ण)् and त-वग&: (त ्त ्त ्त,् , , , थ ्थ ्थ ्थ,् =, ध,् न)्. 

The other ^.याहारा: required are also formed in a similar fashion. Two salient features of the सू
ा�ण to 

be noted are: 

1) Only short vowels are indicated in the सू
ा�ण. These short vowels stand for all the varieties of 



those vowels, including the long ones. Thus अ stands for both अ and आ and so on. Some of the 

vowels have a total of 18 (3x2x3) variants, while others have 12 (3x2x2). There are three Vedic 

accents, two variations corresponding to whether the vowel is nasalized or not, and two or three 

variations in the duration of the sound (c�वः, द<घ&ः and dलुतः). However, since we are primarily dealing 

with Classical Sanskrit, we would only be concerned most of the time with two varieties, short (c�वः) 

and long (द<घ&ः). Of all the vowels, the vowel ऌ has no long counterpart and the vowels ए, ओ, ऐ and 

औ do not have any short counterpart. The semi-vowels य,् व ्and ल ्have two variants: a nasalized and 

a non-nasalized form. 

2) Even though a large number of ^.याहारा: can be formed from these सू
ा�ण, the grammatical 

tradition makes use of only 44 of these. 

3) The marker ण ्occurs twice in the सू
ा�ण - once as part of the first सू
म ्and again as part of 

the sixth सू
म.्  The marker ण ्is only used in the अण-्^.याहार: and the इण-्^.याहार:.  The ण ्in अण ्

always stands for the first one except in one सू
म ्of the अ*ा+यायी. The ण ्in इण ्always stands for 

the second one. 

4) The sound ह occurs twice in the सू
ा�ण, once in the fifth सू
म ् and again in the last सू
म.् 

However, the हल-्^.याहारः is always counted from the first ह, making the name हल ् stand for all 

consonants.  This is obviously so, because otherwise the हल-्^.याहारः would refer to the single letter [ 
and serve no purpose. 

 

Here are a few questions based on the माहे�र-सू
ा�ण.  Answers will be given in the next issue. 

1. List out all the letters that are contained in:  

a) अण-्^.याहारः 

b) झश-्^.याहारः 

c) ङम-्^.याहारः 

2. Which ^.याहारः can be formed to refer to all vowels?  How about all letters (vowels and 

consonants)? 

3. Which ^.याहारः can be formed to refer to all semi-vowels (य,् व,् र ्and ल)्? 

4. Which ^.याहारः can be formed to refer to all consonants except semi-vowels and nasals? 

5. Can a ^.याहारः be formed to refer to column 3 of the 5x5 matrix of letters (left hand side of Table)?  

How about column 2?  (If a ^.याहारः cannot be formed for a particular column then that indicates that 

पा�ण'न: does not need to refer to that column on its own in any rule.) 

6. One ^.याहारः can be contained within another ^.याहारः. The इण-्^.याहारः is a subset of which of 



the following ^.याहारा:? 

a) अY b) इच ्c) अल ्d) अम ्
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p[Ã;ÈoÆ;rörTnöm;ilk;
praSnOttararatnamAlikA

Sankara BhagavatpAda
(The Gem-Garland of Questions and Answers)

(In this work, Adi  Sankara enlightens and clears our doubts about various issues, in the form of
simple question-answers. We will include some selections in  each  issue of the Journal. )  -  Ed.

Q. p[Ty=devt; k;
pratyakshadevatA kA ?
Who is the perceptible Goddess?

A. m;t; . mAtA |
Mother

Q. pUJyo gu™Á k" ÷
pUjyo guruSca ka: ?
And who is the Preceptor to be honored?

A. t;t". tAta: |
Father.

Q. k" svRdevt;Tm; ÷
ka: sarvadevatAtmA ?
Who is the Self of all deities ?

A. iv«; ö kmR;iNvto ivp[" .
vidyA – karmAnvito vipra: |
The Brahmana who is endowed with
knowledge and action.

Q. kÁ kul=yhetu"÷
kaSca kulakshayahetu: ?
What is the cause of the decadence of a
family?

A. s't;p" sJjneWu yo ak;rI .
samtApa: sajjaneshu yo akArI |

That which one does to produce
heartburn in good people |

Q. keW;' amo`vcnmß ÷
keshAm amoghavacanam ?
Whose words never fail ?

A. ye c pun" sTyöm;wnöxmöxIl;" .
ye ca puna” satya-mauna-Sama-SIlA: |
 Those, of course, who observe  truthful-
ness, silence, and control of  the mind |

Q. ik' jNm ÷ Kim janma ?
What is birth?

A. ivWys'g". Vishayasanga: |
Attachment to sense-objects.

Q. ik' ¯Æ;r' jNm ÷
Kim uttaram janma ?
What is one’s subsequent birth ?

A. pu]" Sy;tß.   putra: syAt |
It is the son.

Q. ko apirh;yR" ÷ ko aparihArya: ?
What is unavoidable ?

A. mOTyu" | mrityu: |
Death.
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We are fortunate when Goddess Sharadamba
Herself is an audience to all our events at the
Sringeri Sadhana Center!
A true worship of getting closer to the Goddess
entails submission of our prayers and offerings
of all activities back to her! Thus, we have the
expression ‘idam na mama’. So, we humbly
dedicate and submit the cultural activities also
at the lotus feet of Sharadamba.
The new Sri Sri Bharathi Teertha Library &
Community Center named after our Jagadguru
was inaugurated on June 1st, 2010 with a grand
concert of Vidushi Smt. Bombay Jayashri.
Known for her meditative and contemplative
style of evoking Bhakti in a listener, she amply
filled the new auditorium with divinity and bliss!
All activities dedicated after that has been a
resounding success.
Sri. Shashikiran and Smt. Kiranavali
Vidyasankar conducted a Voice Modulation and
Structure of Melakarta Ragas workshop on July
17 th.  When the yesteryear Vidwans and
Vidushis did their musical sadhana for about 4
to 6 hours a day the voice culture and
modulation were already taken care and
developed unknowingly. Hence the carnatic
students of this generation with competing
priorities have a greater need to pay attention to

Cultural Events at Sringeri Sadhana Center
(Ms Sharada Chityala)

SRI SHARADHAMBAYAI IDAM NA MAMA

Voice modulation techniques to achieve the
same results! In that context the workshop we
had that day was a very educative and some even
got small tonal/nasal hitches corrected too on
the spot and were very happy to be there! We
will conduct these sessions on an ongoing basis
for the benefit of the carnatic music students.
Another memorable event for us was the
workshop by Sri Seshachary on Sep 25th. We
learnt a few Utsava Sampradaya Kritis of Saint
Tyagaraja and  Sharadamba and Adi Shankara
Geetams composed by our Acharyal.
The title ‘GAYIKA YUVA BHARATI’
(Personification of Goddess Saraswathi in a
Youth) was conferred on Kum. SAHANA
VASUDEVAN of Palo Alto, California, on Oct
3rd.
Kum. Kruthi Bhat of Houston took the 2nd
place. Chi. Ananth Rao and Kum. Bhargavi
Ganesh shared the 3rd place. And a special prize
was offered to Kum. Sharada Shashidhar, an
underage participant.
The Carnatic Talent Search, the Naada
Samarpanam to Naadaswaroopini Goddess
Sharadamba held under the auspices of Sringeri
Vidya Bharati Foundation on Oct 2nd & 3rd, 2010
was a fulfilling experience for all of us. The new
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tradition and initiative launched with the grace
of Goddess Sharadamba and the blessings of our
Jagadguru Sri Sri Bharati Teertha Mahaswamiji
was a grand success. Participation and
involvement was the key theme of this initiative.
Given that music is one of the formats of
worshiping the Goddess, it was such a pleasure
to see the children turning up to offer their
prayers through their music rendition and seek
the blessings of Sharadamba.
Sri. KN Shashikiran, the Carnatica Brothers’
fame and a World-class event organizer
conducted The Talent search alongside with
other musicians, Dr. Pantula Rama and Sri. M
S N. Murthy and Smt. Deepa Murthy were
judges and made it very interesting. The final
elimination round with a Pallavi singing set by

the judges for the final four participants taking
the stage helped identify the clear winner for
the Title!
The Talent Search weekend event had an
inspiring and blissful concert of Dr. Pantula
Rama on Saturday, Oct 2nd and
Maharajapuram Shri. Ramachandran on
Sunday, Oct 3rd.
We thank all participants, their parents and
Gurus for making this Naada Samarpanam, the
first of this kind a unique tradition at the Sringeri
Sadhana Center at Stroudsburg, PA.
Our final dedication for this year is an upcoming
dance recital of Smt. Priyadarshini Govind on Nov
20th that we are eagerly looking forward!



Youth & Children’s Corner 

 
WHY DO WE OFFER “VADAI 

MALAI” TO LORD HANUMAN? 

Kum. Aisvarya Chandrasekar 

 
Lord Hanuman, a few days after his birth, 
saw the beauty of the crimson red Surya 
bhagawan.  He assumed Surya bhagawaan 
to be a mango and yearned to taste it.  
Without delay he flew skyward. At the same 
time, planet Rahu was also moving towards 
the sun god to create the solar eclipse.  In 
this race between planet Rahu and 
Hanuman, Hanuman being the son of Vayu, 
triumphed. 
 
Impressed by Hanumanji’s feat, Rahu 
blessed him and offered him a boon - 
anyone suffering from Rahu dosham would 
be relieved of the pains if they offered food 
items made of urud daal (a grain that 
pleases Rahu).  He also specified that this 
food item should have a shape with twists 
and turns like his snake body. 
 

Hence, South Indians offer 
garland made out of Vadai while 
North Indians offer “Jangri” to 
lord Hanuman. 
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